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WORK FOR THE UNEMPLOYED

Meeting of the Executive
Board—The Maine Feder
ation Meeting In Portland

ROOSEVELT URGES RELIEF FOR
MOTHERS AND CHILDREN IN HIS
“MOTHER’S DAY” PROCLAMATION

Federal Aid To Amount Of $8000 To Be Expended At
Once On a Sewer Project

Miss Helen D. Perry, newly elected
♦
Everything In this world de- — president of the Oarden Club, calling
• With money abnormally scarce in
Mayor Richardson is inclined to
President Roosevelt by proclamation has railed for observance of
♦ pends upon will—Earl of Bee- — together the executive board Tues
— consfleld.
Mother's Day on May 14, urging that everything be done this year "for
Rockland, due to the double burden think that the first project receiving
day afternoon found all the members
the relief and welfare of mothers and children who may be in n<ed of
of unemployment and bank restric attention will be the sewer on Pleas
present^-Mrs. George W. Smith, Mrs.
ant street. Heavy rains have a
the necessities of life.” In doing this he followed thr special request of
tions. there comes welcome announce
Daniel Snow, Mrs. Earle MacWiltendency to flood a large area drained
the Senate, expressed in recent resolution. The proclamation follows:
ONE YEAR AGO
liams, Mrs. W. E Morgan, Mrs.
ment that the $8000 loaned by the Re by this sewer, and the Improvements
“Whereas by House Joint Resolution 263, approved and signed by
Annabelle Berry, Miss Edith Bick
con?'ruction Finance Corporation ls are expected to relieve the pressure
President Wilson on May 8, 1914, the second Sunday In May of each
Prom the flies of The Courier-Ga nell, Mrs. George B. Wood, Mrs. Carl
already in the till, and commencing The coat of this work is estimated at
year has been designated as Mother’s Day for the expression of our
zette we learn that-H Sonntag, and Mrs. Ralph Wiggin.
Monday will be distributed among nearly $7000 and this amount would
love and reverence for the mothers of our country; and
Justice Herbert T. Powers was Muss Perry, Miss Bicknell and Mrs.
men who have no present employ be disbursed largely for labor as much
"Whereas Senate resolution 16, adopted May 1, 1933, states that
presiding over the May term of Su Smith were appointed as finance
ment
outlay for materials would not be
There arc throughout our land today an unprecedently large number
perior Court.
committee, and Mrs. Sonntag was
Mayor Richardson made a personal necessary.
of mothers and dependent children who, because of unemployment or
Pranz M. Simmons went to Lewis named as chairman of membership
trip to Augusta to get the R. F. C.
Those desiring employment ?4iould
loss of their bread earners, are larking many of the necessities of life’
ton, with ten race horses, for his an It was voted to begin meetings hence
cash and came home as happy ns if apply at once at a room on the third
and the President of the United States is therein authorized and re
nual training season.
forth at 2.30 instead of 3.
he had been a miser with a cellarful floor of the City Building set aside
quested to Issue a proclamation calling these matters to thr attention
The Maine Federation of Garden
for that purpose.
of hoarded gold.
of our citizens on Mother’s Day this year.
Whatever money may remain from
Clubs institute at University of Maine
The
fund
will
be
used
on
local
pro

‘•ON MY SET"
“Now, therefore, I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United
May 12 is occupying the most Imme
jects which the city could not other the Pleasant street sewer job will
States of America, by virtue of the authority vested In me, do hereby
The llarwichpurt kidnaping
wise afford, and the men selected tor probably be expendixl on Sears brook
diate attention, and it is hoped that
issue my proclamation railing upon our citizens to express on Mother's
ease has held the close attention
improvements.
the tasks will be paid in cash.
some members of the local garden
Day, Sunday, May 14, 1933, our love and reverence for motherhood:
of radio listeners. This morn
Club will attend. Representatives ol
“(A) by the customary display of the United States flag on all
ing'a bulletin says that the
Federated clubs of all types will be
Government buildings, homes and other suitable places;
amount of ransom paid was
present. At the morning session the
“(B) by the usual tokens and messages of affection to our mothers;
$70,000.
Sunday Telegram contest on roadside
and
beautification will be thoroughly ex
“(C) by doing all that we ran through our churches, fraternal and
The Adjournment It Likely To Be Very Much Earlier
Tlie Irvin Cobb talks, two
plained, with a “question and answer'
welfare agencies, for the relief and welfare of mothers and children
nights a week, are giving the
Than Wat Firtt Expected
period. In the afternoon Ernest
who may be in need of the necessities of life.
public real humor, up to date.
Merrill of the State Highway Depart
“In witness thereof, I have hereunto set my hand and rausrd thr
♦ ♦ ses
ment will speak and the "Highway
seal of thc United States to be affixed.
The negligence case of David decree. The appeal of the employer
President Roosevelt is I* be
Beautification Movies” will be shown
“Done at this City of Washington this second day of May, In thr
on the radio Sunday night at
Langman vs. Lewis Gray occupied , brings the case here,
This film has been prepared by the
year of Our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-three and of ihe inde
the greater part of yesterday. The! “The question on appeal Is
9.45, giving a review of what he
O'. S. Department of Agriculture
pendence of the United States of America the one hundred and fiftyhas accomplished since besom
Jury reported a verdict for the de- whether, in ascertaining average
A round table discussion will follow
seventh.
| (entkint
weekly wages or earnings, the Ining an incumbent of the White
the movies at which Mrs. E. A. Rob- J
“(Signed) Franklin D. Roosevelt.’’
House
• • • •
I eluding of tips received from patron?
bins. State president, will preside. Mrs
The second case tried was a of the restaurant by the waitress
William R. Pattangall, ohairman of
The radio brings news of the
slander suit Cecil Morris vs. Prank and retained by her constitutes legal
flrst straw hat in Boston, but I the legislative committee of the Fed
A VINALHAVEN KICK
A MERCHANT S OFFER Morns, both of St. Oeorge. Tire ad error. There was no disputed fact
erated Garden Clubs of Maine win I
there lias been nothing in the
damnum was $10,000 The women in the case.
have information relative to the legis
local atmosphere conducive to
Lloyd Dyer Ridicules Pitts To the Man Who K new He members were excused from the Jurv ' “The contract of employment conlative bills of interest, and several
such frivolity.
field As Meeting Place For
Was Going To Lose All He and minors were excluded from the templated the payment, weekly by
other well known women will speak
court room. The case was with- th* employer to the employe, of $6:
ELECTRICAL REMOVAL OF
Had In the Bank
Lobster Fishermen
drawn from the jury and the defend- besides, the employe was to be fur •
TONSILS
MOOSEHEAD COFFEE
was ! nished meals, to the amount of $3:
No risk to patient; no hospitalisation
Vinalhaven, May 3.
Many stories are being told ant’s offer to default for $25
Free Esamlning Clinic 3 to 5 p. m.
any tips she might receive should b
HOUSE & CABINS
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
apropos of the local bank situation accepted. Frank A. Tirrell, Jr. for
Saturdays
her own. The tips received aver
MOOSEHEAD
LAKE
HIGHLANDS
plaintiff;
Ensign
Otis
ot
defendant.
The commissioner of Sea and Shore —most of them naturally lacking in
DR. ETHEL CRIE
• • • •
aged $8 13 a week. The Industrial
Osteopathic Physician
GREENVILLE, MAINE
Fisheries has sent a notice to the lob a cheerful tinge.'but some rather
Office Tel. 136; Res. S3. Thomaston
Accident Commission (only one
Judge
Max
L.
Pinansky
of
Port

52-53 ster fishermen stating that a meeting amusing.
157S78
member sitting) ruled that the tips
i of fishermen will be held at Pittsland
was
in
attendance
Thursday.
They tell of the man who went into
constituted
a part of the earnings ol
, field. (Maine, May 10. to decide on the a local store and in a highly indig Weston M. Hilton of Damariscotta
measurement of lobsters, etc It seems nant voice declared that he war, was present at the Friday sessions. the injured employe. The ruling
• • • •
was correct.
to me that the commissioner, knowing going to lose eyery cent he had in
Appeal dismissed
Decree af
Milton M. Griffin, clerk of courts,
* the financial condition of the lobster vested in one of the Rockland banks.
firmed. Court below to fix em
has
been
appointed
auditor
in
the
fishermen, could have picked some
—AT—
The merchant listened sympa
place on the coast for a meeting ot thetically until the Injured party had case of the City of Rockland vs. the ploye's expenses on appeal.
Charles T. Smalley for plaintiff
City of Calais.
this- kind. I wonder if the commis used up all his adjectives
•
•
•
•
William
B. Mahoney of Portland
sioner really expects many fishermen
“Tell you what I’ll do.” said he.
and
Charles
J McOraw of Waterville
The
negligence
case
of
Amy
j
i
to
attend?
See Ben Philbrook at
. “bring me a certified statement as to
%
Try to picture the Commissioner of 1 the amount of your deposit and I’ll Cowan, pro ami vs. Leo Martel has for defendants.
been settled. Judgment for plain- j
Agriculture calling a meeting of farm pay you 25 cents on the dollar."
Clarence Gray, Camden, pleaded
ers to be held on Matinicus Rock.
“Oh! I couldn't do that," said the tiff for $125. Charles T. Smalley guilty to forgery and was sentenced
appeared
for
the
plaintiff.
Do you get the point?
man
Garage, 632 Main Street, Rockland
j to one to two years In State Prison
Surely the commissioner knows
“But,” said the merchant, "You
AUBURN, CHRYSLER. PLYMOUTH, REO, WILI.YS-OVERLAND
The
Jurors
were
excused
Friday
place<} on probation,
that very few fishermen will attend have just told me that you were
SALES—SERVICE
noon until this morning and divorce
this meeting and any agreement ar- going to lose the whole business.”
JEFF SMITH HERE
rived at by the few who do attend will
52*54
Finally the offer went to 95 cents, cases were heard in the afternoon.
j not signify the will of the majority.
and still met with no acceptance
Priday morning the following re- , State Secretary of Y. M. C. A.
Lloyd J. Dyer.
This will probably impress most
?pondents
were sentenced
Tells of Activities, Includ
folks as an offer not lightly to be
Charles B. McKinney, attempting
The Ladyfair. specialty shop, has refused, but the man was not
ing the Summer Camp
| moved from Park street to the wholly surprised. He has figured to break and) enter, sentenced to
j northern half of Crockett's Baby it out that the deposit may have serve one to two yea:* in Elate
Jeff Smith, State secretary of the
Prison.
Placed
on
probation
for
two
' Shop.
Young
Men's Christian Association,
existed in the imagination of the
years. Frank A. Tirrell. Jr., for the spent a few hours In the city yester
complainant
day, following his address before the
Lots of things are being laid at respondent.
• • • •
Rotary Club. A Courier-Gazette re
bank doors, nowadays.
Cecil Carver and Raymond Brann, porter who undertook to interview him
I breaking entering and larceny. on several subjects found himself
CATHOLIC STATISTICS
Medomak Athletic Hall
Both sentenced to one to two years promptly sidetracked when lt came to
I
_____
in State Prison, and both placed on a discussion of Jeff’s hobby—“The
WALDOBORO
Denomination
Now
Has
More
Than
The Town of St. George wishes to an
Twenty
Million
Members
In probation for two years. Frank A Camp of Character," held for Maine
Tirrell, Jr., appeared for Carver,
boys and girls every summer at Lake
United States
nounce a very attractive issue of Town
The case of the State vs. Howaid Cobbossecontee. The veteran Y. M
Al Rougier and Hi*
The Catholic population of the Murphy, breaking jail, has been C A. executive can discqss almost any
Bonds. These bonds are running for a
topic under the sun, but when he
Orchestra
United States increased 32.012 dur continued for sentence.
9 to lt, Standard Time
The case of the State vs. George tackles this subject It is hard to get
period of eight years, payable $2000 each
ing the post year to total of 20,268.54’lt
403, it is shown in statistics assem S. Black, maliciously wounding a him back onto the main drag.
Maine has 16 Young Men's Chris
year with interest at 5%. The total issue
bled for the “official Catholic di dog. has been continued to the No
tian
Associations with an aggregate
vember
term.
rectory.”
9 • • •
of 9000 active members and about
will be for $16,000, and anyone interested
Catholic clergy now number 29,782.
Clerk of Courts Griffin has re 26,000 members of boys’ clubs through
j a gain of 1,485. There are 18.260
call the Selectmen’s Office at Tenant’s Harceived a rescript from the Law out the State. "The Camp of Char
! churches, a gain of 108.
The number of men studying for Court in the case of Gladys Gross acter." above referred to, wlll handle
bor, or the Security Trust Co., Rockland,
Kelly Springfield Tire*
the priesthood, 20933, is an increase vs. Paramount Restaurant and about 1500 boys and girls during the
season.
of 1.500. The number of pupils re
Oiling and Greasing
Maine.
Luncheonette and the Aetna Life
Fllvering around over the State on
ceiving higher education under
CAMDEN-THOMAST’N Catholic auspices increased 14.000. Insurance Company. Plaintiff, while an average of 1000 miles a week. Jett
Smith comes in contact with manyto 158.352. Parish schools dropped ln the employ of the Paramount
BUS LINE FILLING
service clubs and other organizations,
j
in
number
and
the
total
of
pupils
in
Restaurant
and
Luncheonette
cut
STATION
and finds himself partaking of an
179 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND
such schools decreased 107.080, to I her right nana. severing a tendon
52-tf
average of one banquet a day In spite
52-tf
2.170.102.
at the base of thumb while opening of this great conglomeration of as
a glass bottle July 26. 1932. Hear- sorted foods he has never reached the
| ing .was held before the Industrial
stage of dietary methods, and any
1 Accident Commission on October 20. menu tastes good to him, all the way
| 1932. and the commission ordered from dandelion greens to pate de foie
payment of compensation by the em gras. Possibly he Inherits some of the
ployer and insurance carrier at the rugged characteristics of his grand
rate of $11.42 a week for total in father who lived to be 97 before he
Specialize on Chimes and French
capacity to work and at the rate of suffered blood-poisoning and died
DAILY DELIVERY
Clocks
$4 a week for partial incapacity tc what he aggrievedly felt was a pre
All Work Guaranteed
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL
♦
By
,
| Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
work.
mature death.
Jeweler
This case was carried to the Su
Tel. 263-12
Mr. Smith has been ln Maine 27
Now Located at
preme Court for the purpose of ob years, all this time working for the
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
F. C. MALONEY
404 Main Street
Rockland
taining a decision on the question organization whose motto is Spirit
49-tf
54’S60tf
of whether tips and gratuities re Mind and Body, and he told The
ceived by employes ot restaurants Courier-Gazette that the Association
and hotels should be classified as in this State has never had as many
“earnings" within the meaning of activities as it has at the present time,
COMPARE
A Balae /
'
the Maine Compensation Act. The and never raised as much money as
‘•-’•“'/MAINE
Public Liability and Property Dam
rescript, written by Justice Dunn, it did last year.
age—present semi-annual Net Pre
J MUTUAL
The belief ln many quarters that
follows:
miums after deducting dividends.
LTOMO61LE
“A restaurant” waitress sustained the youth of today are short on the
Ford, Chevrolet, Plymouth,
$6.30
injury, resulting at first In total, morals practiced by their grandpar
Buick, Chrysler, De Soto, Essex,
and later in partial Incapacity, and ents finds no echo with Jeff 8mlth.
Oldsmobile, Pontiac,
$8.10
"By and Ir. ge they average up
entitling her to compensation, which
Cadillac, Hudson 6, Big Marmon,
was awarded. In accordance with a awful well," he said. And by way ol
Packard,
$10.50
For
provision of the Workmen’s Com example he cited the boys' and girls’
Blaine People
S. E. NORWOOD
pensation Act, a Justice of the Su camp, where smoking has never been
52-tf
Narragansett Hotel, Rockland, Tel 340
perior Court entered an enforcing prohibited by word, but where there

•

*

SUPERIOR COURT DOINGS

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRING

Special Prices For the Month of May
E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

Notice

DANCE

Saturday, May 6

NOW OPEN
FOR BUSINESS

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

WANTED

THE COUNTY OF KNOX
A short term loan of $5000 to $10,000
. . '.
,
'
in anticipation of taxes
COUNTY OF KNOX

Volume 88.................... Number 54

I
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ON MEETING THE SITUATION

I
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•

The preparation of the Weekh Bulletin of thc Rotary Club is
one of thc duties of the dub secretary. That responsible office is
filled by Louis A. Walker, who rgas one of Rockland's representa
tives to thr recent session of the Maine Legislature. In this week's
issue of the Bulletin the secretary presented his views upon certain
phases of current conditions, in a manner so logical and illumi

nating that they deserve to get to a wider audience than the dub
membership affords. Under the caption of "The Banks ami
Rotan” Mr. Walker sacs:

Tuesday the secretary was in Bangor and learned of the won
derful spirit of co-operation which saved the Merrill Trust Co.
Competing Banks stretched out a helping hand. Citizens left
their work and labored for the rehabilitation of an indispensable
local institution. They raised three million dollars in three weeks.

Now
tory.
ple.
have

we in Rocklanri face the greatest financial crisis in our his
It will test the loyalty, public spirit and vision of our peo
It will compel an answer to the question "Shall Rockland
a future?” Ignorance, fear, jealousy, unreasoning hatred,

will try to rend all of Knox County apart. These public enemies

must be met and disarmed.
structive today.

Only the co-operative spirit is con

Rotarians are equipped to render supreme public

service in this emergency. They are practiced in social co-operation.

Rotarians will, first of all, be intelligent about this matter. They
will know the facts. They will keep their heads. They will lie just.

And they will LEAD.
Let criticism be tempered with judgment and humility.

Con

sider such ah’angle as this: “If your banker had not bet on thr
community, if he had sat even tighter than he did and allowed
your old established concerns to fail, you would have been ready

to crucify him. Sane and patient measures now will vindicate
his faith in certain credits. Windom and unselfish service now
may well pay every depositor 100^r.
ROTA RIA N S— FO R W A R D—TOGET H E R

SHOOTING IN SOMERVILLE
Ex-Convict Kills a Lincoln County Deputy Sheriff and
Is Slain By Another Deputy
A man who was convicted anr’
served in State prison 15 years ago
lor man«laughter killed an unarmed
deputy sheriff in Somerville yester
day and was then shot to death by
anogher deputy in a dilapidated farm
house hidden awav tn the woods out
side the town
The dead are: Gilmore Bowman. 43,
whc went to prison for a term of three
to five years for the slaying of Hugh
Clark in a dance hall stabbing affray
and was pardoned after serving a
year, and Deputy Sheriff Reuben
Blackman of Whitefield.
Blackman and Deputy William
Baker of Edgecomb. were sent to the
Bowman house in the morning after
neighbors reported to the .sheriff's de
partment at Wiscasset that there had
been a stabbing affray Thursday
night.
They found George Bowman, 50,
Oilmore's brother, with several super
ficial knife wounds. Blackman told
Gilmore he would have to go to Wis
casset for questioning.
Gilmore said he would get his coat
and Blackman entered thc kitchen
with him. Gilmore then stopped Into

another room on the pretense ot get
ting the coat but returned with the
shotgun. He fired at Blackman with
out warning and dashed back into a
bedroom.
Deputy Baker had been standing
outside with Oeorge Bowman When
he heard the blast from the shotgun
he rushed In with revolver drawn to
find hls companion on the kitchen
floor ln a pool of blood.
Following Gilmore Bowman into
the bedroom, he saw him reloading
the shotgun. He ordered him to sur
render and fired two shots over the
man's iw-od When Bowman finished
leading the gun and aimed at him
Baker sent three shots Into his body
and the man slumped to the floor
George Bowman fled.
Neighbors said they had heard the
elder brother say that he would kill
himself.
The Bowman home, a small o”'
story wooden building, little mor*
than a shack, is about five miles
from Cooper’s Mills and 25 miles from
Wiscasset. It Is on a little used cross
road and neighbors said they always
avoided the place and vicinity.

GRACEFUL SKATING COUPLE
The finals in the graceful skating
contest at the Spanish Villa skating
rink Thursday night resulted In the
awarding of the championship cup to
Mr. and Mrs Wendell Chaples, Who
received five more voUs than were
cast for Mario Ferrero and Mavis
McMahon Willis Hurd and Gladys
Collins were third, receiving 39 votes;
Charles Nye and Gertrude Cotton

were fourth with 14 votes, and Fred
Huntley and Dorothy Lowe were fifth
with ten votes.
In addition to receiving the cham
pionship cup Mr and Mrs Chaples
will act as host and hostess next
Thursday night, all of the skaters be
ing invited to Join ln the good time.
Meantime on Tuesday night there
will be held the last confetti party of
the season.

has been no sign (or odor) of a clgaret
for 15 years, and likewise no vulgarity
or profanity.
"We have no locks or key6 over there"
said Jeff, "no thievery, no lying—just
a little bunch of sports who are not
namby-pambys but who play and
live on a high plane. We should help
our youths to see that the spiritual
phases of life are as much empha
sized as the material ones, and try to
have them see the finer things.”

If you are planning trips out of
State the Chamber of Commerce will
be pleased to get you the best maps
complete routings, mileages and
places to stay, for your trip. Hits is
a free service at the Chamber of Com
merce Information Bureau; telephone
860. Make use of it.

A Washington correspondent writes"The other day Representative Mo
ran got word that Lewiston High
School was in town and coning over
to see him. He had Intended to go to
the ball game, but thought lt wouldn’t
look well to leave constituents to go
to a ball game, so he stayed around
the deserted Capitol all that sunny
afternoon, waiting. The boys and
girls took their time coming, doing a
lot of sightseeing on the way. And
when they arrived Moran found that
most of them hadn't bothered to come
to see thetr congressman, but had
gone to the ball game instead!” And
knowing Carl's love for sports it is
not difficult to imagine his Innermost
thoughts.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my Ute again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to tome music at least once
a week. The lose of these tastes la a
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.

HERE IS THE PLACE
Here ls the place where Loveliness keeps
house.
Between the river and the wooded hills.
Within a valley where the Springtime
spills
Her firstling wind-flowers under blos
soming boughs:
Where Summer sits braiding her warm,
white brows
With bramble-roses; and where Autumn
fills
Her lap with asters; and old Winter
frills
With crimson haw and hip hls snowy
blouse.
Here you may meet with Beauty. Here
she sits
Gazing upon the moon, or all the day
Turning a wood-thrush flute, remote,
unseen;
Or when the storm ls out. ‘tls she who
flits
From rock to rock, a form of flying
spray.
Shouting, beneath the leaves’ tumultu
ous green.
- Madison Carwetn.

The Courier-Gazette
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Patrons of the National Know

Thou wilt keep him in perfect
peace, whose mind is stayed on thee:
because he trusteth in thee.—Isa.
26:3.

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN

maine" grads met
Sang "SteinSong" and Heard

Pete Moran, former “pro" at the

Now What Is In Prospect Rockland Country Club, is again in ‘

®

_

,

WARREN
Mrs Helen Wentworthof Rockland
and sister Miss Corrine White of Bos-

Speeches ~~~ John Tewks- [On were callers Monday afternoon

enroll two Class A men for the re
forestation project, this being the
number to be enrolled from Warren, j
according to the population. Class A
men are to be from 18 to 25, inclusive,
citizens of the United States, unmar
ried and unemployed, who wish to
volunteer for this work and who are
willing to work for $30 a month, ap
proximately $25 of this amount to
be allotted to thelr dependents. The
blanks are to be filled out by each ap
plicant under direction of the select
men and sent to Augusta for consid
eration by the Department of Health
and Welfare.
• • • •

■BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANYI

jf

The World’s Most Sensational

charge of the Wawcnock Country
bury Elected President
on George Teague
Club's links at South Bristol, and has
Friends are sorry to learn of the
The annual meeting of the Knox illness of Mrs. A W. White, who is
After an anxious period of waiting already arrived there for the season.
patrons of the Camden National
County Alumni of University ot recovering from an operation per
Bank have been notified of the exact
KEEF THEIR MEMORY GREEN
City Clerk Keene has issued 119 , Maine was held Thursday evening at formed Monday at Knox Hospital,
situation, and reconstruction progress fishing licenses this spring, the num
1 the Copper Kettle, with 20 at dinner. Rockland.
This is the Nation's Poppy Day, now awaits the action of the stock ber of natural anglers being augment
Mrs. Amy Fuller had as callers
memorial to the gallant youth of holders and depositors.
ed, probably, by many men who found ■ Alan L. Bird, retiring president, act- ! Monday afternoon Mrs. Maude
Earlier in the week The Courier- time hanging heavily on their hands. ! cd as master of ceremonies. Preced- Bolster of Norway who is visiting In
the country who no long time ago
Gazette
stated, on the authority of a
made the supreme sacrifice upon
, ing the business period general Sing Union and Mrs. Clara Weed of
thc battlefields of Prance. Let us, personal communication from Repre-, License fees have been paid on 347 ing was enjoyed, with general alumni ’ Union.
Terms of $20 first payment,
as citizens honor ourselves by shar sentative Moran, that the proposed Rockland dogs thus far this spring i secretary, Charles Crossland, lead
Knox Pomona will meet May 6 with
then ten monthly payments of
George
K.
Lindgren
ing In the day's observance through reorganization plan had been ap or 93 more than last year. The big
Hope Grange at Hope Corner.
$9.00.
Funeral services for George Kon-1
purchase of the memorial emblems proved in Washington, D. C, but it gest dog year in the city's history, ing. These officers were elected:
The ladies of the Baptist Church
President—John L. Tewksbury ol presented a very interesting pro stantin Lindgren, were held Wednes-'
which poignantly grace the anni was not until Thursday that the de-■ however, was 1927 when exactly 378
This beautiful guaranteed re
Camden.
versary. It is a privilege we should tails were in the hands of the bank's were licensed.
gram Sunday evening, alt parts of the day afternoon from the home of his
frigerator is the sensation of
Vice President—Dr B. E. Flanders service, with the exception of the parents Mr. and Mrs. Hjalmar Lind
not lightly value, thus to contribute conservator, 51. Jenness French.
1933 And It is a BIG roomy
This plan calls for replacement ot
The Postoffice Depaitment has t Secretary and Treasurer—Miss i sermon, being taken by the ladies as gren. at East Warren. Interment was
to a fund -which the American
rase in white porcelain finish.
1
Katherine
Veazie.
the
old
capital
stock
of
$100,000
and
awarded
a
contract
for
steamboat
Legion Auxiliary uses among the
I follows: Prelude, two violins, Mrs at the Fairview cemetery. The bear- i
Here is the greatest value ever
Executive Board—Ralph O. Went- Louie Drewett and Miss Beatrice ers were Lieut. James H. Whalen. Carl
the issuing of an additional $50,000 of man service from Rockland to Dark
city's needy families.
offered for it is big and has
In Flanders fields the popples blow
werth.
Elmer
True
of
Hope
and
Ken

non-assessible preferred stock to be Harbor. 13 times a week from June 16
1 Haskell acompanied by Mrs Grace Seppala. Tliomas McNally. Maurice
every feature.
Between the crosses, row on row.
That mark our place: and In the sky sold at a premium. Depositors will be 5 to victor Black and Rodney P. Gray- dall Hopkins of Camden
Wyllie at the piano: song service. Mrs. Cahill and George Denneen, all oi
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
asked to waive 25 percent of their old I of Rockland at $473.
Mr. Crcssland confined his .talk to Drewett at the organ, Mrs Wyllle Quincy. Mass. and fellow officers ol
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
accounts, both savings and checking. *
-------‘ various activities and plans at the at the piano. Miss Beatrice Haskell, the deceased, who served seven years
We are the Dead Short days ago
' Secured accounts and the new ''trust''
Has the holiday been extended tc University, touching upon the Rhodes violin: responsive reading by Mrs. J on the Quincy police force, first as a
The CEDAR WARDROBE
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow
Loved and were loved, and now we lie accounts started since the bank holi- the marriage market? Not an inten- scholar, necessary curtailments, and Minerva Marshall; scripture reading reserve and then as a permanent
In Flanders fields.
will nQt b{,
tion bas been ja, (he £jty cier.|j-s plans regarding the dedication of the
SENSATION with the p«t«nt*d
by Mrs. Carrie Butler; numbers by officer
. CEDARIZER thst hills moths
Take up our quarrel with the foe| A trust fund to Cover the loss Of de- oflice since April 25. And here we memorial gym on Alumni Day, June the ladies’ trio. Mrs Carrie Butler,
Because of ill health he resigned
To you from falling hands we throw
t
.
The torch; be yours to hold it high. [ positors is to be formed, any replace- are on the threshold of the honey 10. For this event it is expected that Mrs. Avis Norwood. Mrs. Doris Over from that position last February, and
If ye break faith with us who die
the Governor and his staff will be lock; prayer: missionary letters read came with his wife to Warren, where
We shall not sleep, though popples grow ment of the 25 percent waived being moon month.
In Flanders fields.
left to further developments.
present and that Dr. C. C. Little, for by Mrs. Laura Seavey and Mrs he spent the last few months of his
By this plan, as soon as the govern
It takes more than two smashed mer president of the University, will Martha Watts; White Cross Work, life at the home of her parents. Mr
Ol R ROBINS ARE RACK
ment in Washington turns the bank toes to stop Herbert E. Simmons, present the dedicatory address.
by Mrs Emma Wyllie; explanation and Mrs. Matti Tierila in West War
The picture shows this new
back to the board of directors, 75 per foreman of Rockland Awning Co. Inc.
Dean Paul Cioke of the College of of the reading contest. Mrs Martha ren.
He was born in Finland and
novelty, 5 ft. high x 20 in. x
To the tall spruce that keeps cent of the value of account will be but it must be admitted that he has Technology gave a masterly address Welch. Those who acted as ushers came to this country when a boy. Thc
15 in. Made ot heavy press
watch over the corner of the front open without restrictions.
been slowed down a bit by such an on character development through were Mrs. Lillian Simmons, Mrs. floral tributes were many, among
board.
yard the robins have returned, and
A meeting of the stockholders will accident which befell him Tuesday the methods employed bv teachers ir. Bessie Hills, Mrs. Susie Oxton and them a beautiful piece from thc
are busy as the conventional gentle be called as soon as possible to vote "Up and at 'em as usual" is his presenting their subjects, giving ex Mrs. Ahce Gordon; on the reception Quincy police department, which also
BURPEE’S
man in a gale of wind, putting their on the issue of the stock called for promise for Monday.
amples experienced in the College of I committee, Mrs. Sarah Starrett, Mrs sent a bronze marker.
nest in condition for the summer in this plan. The approval of de
Technology.
Others
who
were
present
from
Alice Knights, Mrs. Emily Hodgkins
season. Every- year this pair of posits totaling 75 percent will also
Hanging on the wall in Register of
and Mrs Mary Richmond Following Massachusetts were Mr. and Mrs. Eli
birds find their way back from the have to be obtained to make the plan Deeds Winslow's office is a remark
THE SCHOOL LEAGUE the service Mrs. Laura Seavey exhl 1 Teirila. Henry Teirila, Miss Mildred
Made by this firm for many
soft winter regions of thf south, workable.
able map. fashioned by Civil Engineer
{bited samples of native handiwork ! Telrtla and Prances Shea of Quincy.
ye
and with a sure knowledge of direc
The board of directors includes Franklin D. Wood, with materials t Rockland High Appears To made under the guidance of mission Miss Alice Teirila of Boston, Mrs.
tion resume their family quarters at Charles Wilkes Babb. T. Jenness furnished by Mr. Winslow. Topogra
Prank Rice of Dorchester. Kenneth
Be On a Real Bat—Rock aries in foreign countries.
the exact point from which the French, Curtis Bok of Philadelphia phic sheets were used, and the result
Huck of Chester, and George Perry'
port Happy
frosts of the previous autumn hur and Camden; and Joseph E. Thomas I is probably the most efficient chart
Mr and Mrs. Edward Shuman and of Hingham
ried them. How do they do it? of Lincolnville The stockholders in of this county that could be compiled
.
The Rockland High School team Mrs. Ernest Robinson returned ThursAmong the bewildering millions o/ clude many local people and a num
gave joy to its followers again yes day to Portland after a visit of a few ' SOUTH THOMASTON
spruce trees which Maine oilers to ber of the summer colony.
Managers, captains and directors of
terday when lt defeated Lincoln Acad- days with Mrs. Amanda Winslow
drsssts
Holds 4 costs i
The Grange held an interesting
<he returning millions of birds, what
the Knox and Lincoln Twilight
i emy 20 to 10 on the latters own cam and daughters, Misses Winnie and meeting last week. Next Wednesday
without crowding.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
•s the knowledge that year after
League are notified oy President
CAMDEN
pus. Hitting harder than they did Lizzie Winsow.
evening it will observe Mother's Day
year projects this particular pair of
Hocking to be on the watch for the
Mrs Thoma* Copeland and son Irv
on the previous Wednesday against
Regular
meeting
of
Camden
ComSupt Morse will deliver the address
annual meeting, which will be held
robins unerringly through the hun
Thomaston, they knocked the Acad ing Copeland of Thomaston were in and there will be special music and
dreds of miles of uncharted skies, : mandery takes place Tuesday eve in the near future. Attention is
! er Their glamorojs love affai.' &‘id
emy ace out of the box. and were town Friday. Mr and Mrs. Copeland • readings appropriate to the occasion.
STRAND THEATRE
straight to a tree in the comer of a ning and a full attendance is desired again callee to the Rockland baseball
the many thrilling plane crashes build
none too gentle with his successor intend to return to Warren soon and
Johns Day will be meeting which will be held at the
yard in Rockland? It is a question as plans for
Mrs.
F.
J.
Baum
and
Miss
Bertha
of
“
Central Airport" into a n.l/hty
Heralded as the “Dawn Patrol
Ellis and Paladino each scored a home occupy their home.
| Central Maine rooms next Monday
impossible to answer; but there are discussed
Hanley returned home Sunday, hav
drama. The principals are as reck ess
At
the
regular
child
health
confer

run.
but
the
blue
ribbon
was
award

1933,
Richard
Barthelmess'
newest
Capt. I. C. Hanson of Brooklin has njghi.
our birds. Just the same, busy as
ing been weekend guests of Miss Ethel
with their loves as they are with their
ed to Hervey Allen who busted the ence to be held Wednesday afternoon
_____
busy, setting their old homestead in ) been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. S N.
Holbrook at Gorham Normal School. picture "Central Airport" comes Mon- lives. But Barthelmess believes that
at
the
Congregational
vestry
children
ball
squarely
on
the
nose
in
each
of
____________
day and Tuesday.
Cruiser Indianapolis and Destroy
order for the rearing of a family. Butler, Sea street,
a flyer, with hls life always ui the
Raymond McIntire of Augusta, a er Hamilton have been tried on the , his six trips to the plate, making six of pre-school age are especially urged
We wish they could understand the
UNION
Barthelmess plays the part of a re- hands of fate, is a coward to many.
to
be
present.
clean
singles
—
a
feat
which
was
prob

joy with which thelr activities from former resident of Camden, is visit Rockland course this week, arriving
------turned war hero who pilots LansThe ending of this throbbing Fifst
Miss Olive Teague, daughter of Mrs.
ably never equaled by a high school
Mr and Mrs. William Collins have , continental passenger planes. He National spectacle is one of the most
now on are to be followed from the ing friends in town
two days late because of the heavy
Isa
Teague,
was
pleasantly
surprised
Whitehall Inn. Ralph B Wilson, tog barrier. Both trials were suc- player in Knox County. Paladino
been spending the week in Portland crashes hls ship, with a heavy toll ol spectacular and thrilling scenes ever
window closely overlooking them.
pitched well for the locals, most of Wednesday evening by ten school
manager, will open June 15
Mrs. Abbie Bradstreet went to lives, and Is “"grounded " Discredited j filmed as it presents a phase of peace
But perhaps they do understand
cessll.il. the Indianapolis attaining
Mrs. Luella Tuttle wiU entertain ’ a speed of 32.57 knots. This is not the ten runs made off him being due mates who gathered at her home to Vassalboro Sunday where she will in thc game he loves and the only Jn” time aviators' work. Barthelmess as
It would be no more mysterious
the Camden Garden Club at Green as fast as she made here before on to poor fielding Detailed score ln take part in observance of her 15th spend the summer with her sister Mrs. hr knows, he goes I'arn-storming win the pilot rescues the passengers from
than the other things associated
birthday anniversary.
Each had
Tuesday's issue. Wotton umpired.
Gables.
May 9.
Henry Brown.
with bird life which only thetr
a traveling air-cirrus, and falls in love a sinking plane in the storm swept
her builders’ acceptance trial, due
-----------------I brought a gift and refreshments of
Woodbury
O
Mann
is
visiting
his
Creator has knowledge of.
with
Sally Eilers, a parachute jurp-1 Caribbean sea —adv.
Mrs.
Almond
Rowell
of
Burkettville
I to the fact that she was run on a
Rockport High is very proud over iCe cream and cake were served. The
brother David Mann at Ash Point.
much heavierdisplacement.
The Thursday s achievement when it evening was spent in dancing by radio visited Mrs. W. C. Perry Monday.
Mr and Mrs. Paul D Sargent of
Hamilton will
have another trial whitewashed Camden High 4 to 0 in music and those who did not care to
Mrs Daisy Luce ts employed at
BOOKS FOR THE LIBRARY
Portland are in town, called by the
: next Tuesday,
anda third trial an exhibition gams Report in Tues- dancc dolng
saw puzzles The Mrs. S. C. Pierpont's in Washington.
death of Mrs. George W Achorn.
day's issue.
I a week later.
Almost any home has a relative
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Holt of Port
: company included besides Miss Olive
There will be a business meeting
• • • •
surplus ol books, certain volumes of
and her brother Roger. Miss Mar land were weekend guests of Mr and
OFFERS
of the ladies of St. Thomas parish at
This afternoon's game at Thom
Looking down from the sports
which might easily be spared with
guerite Haskell, Miss Pauline Star Mrs J C. Simmons
the parish house Monday evening at'
column of tbe Lewiston Journal aston will be played at 2 o'clock. rett. Miss Nathalie Starrett, Miss
out violence to the family's feelings. 730.
Mr and Mrs. Merle Robbins were
Th.-rsday were two familiar nc-traits. Coach Creighton's men will face the Annie Starrett and Miss Edith French, weekend guests of her aunt Mrs. Sum
The presentation of such volumes to
The funeral of Elizabeth, wife ol
__ „
and beneath them thus is what it league championship Vinalhaven Dana Smith. Jr.. Arnold Robinson. ner Fernald and Mr and Mrs. Arthur
the Public Library becomes a valued
Fred H>11. was held Friday afternoon
..
_
...
A Home Company and Local Investment
,
■
.
, ,
said: "Charhe Dwyer, the veteran ■ team.
community service, by that much
Robert Connell. Andrew Connell and Martin of Warren.
from Ooods funeral home. Rev Le- ...
. ,
....
. „
. „ _
,
! Hebron Academy athletic director,
adding to the institution's ability to
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
Bartlo
Pcllicane,
the
latter
of
Rock

Mrs Hattie Whitten, an aged per
roy A. Campbell officiating, and burial . .
, . ..
.. .
THK VILLAGE CHI RCII
...
who in years of service is the oldest
satisfy the demands of a steadily
land.
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
son. had the misfortune to break hcr
was in Mountain street cemetery.
. , ..
.
. ... , ,
(For The Courler-Oazette |
’
1 coach in the 8tate and without feai
increasing constituency. It is a
Fred Eldridge and son of Middle collarbone and is in a very serious
Free
From Normal Federal Income Tax
Silver Dollar' today at Comique i ,
, „ ..
,,, .. .
,
To
my
memory
comes
a
vision.
, _
’
4
of contradiction we will add ls peer of
matter for general congratulation ,
boro. Mass., were guests of Chester B. condition.
And It haunts me o'er and o'er.
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
featuring Edward G. Robinson; Monall
coaches
ln
the
country
in
the
esti

As It takes me back to childhood.
that there has been this growth, for j day and Tuesday, Boris Karloff in
Hall a few days this week.
February, May, August and November 1st. Callable
To the days that are no more.
Irvin Powell and lamily were re
mation of the thousands of school
rt supplies evidence that the library
And as I sit and ponder
The degree staff of Mystic Rebekah
i "The Mummy:" Wednesday and .
. .
. .
cently
visitors
at
Merle
Robbins
’
.
as
a whole or in part at $ 105 a share.
And
through
my
memory
search.
1
' boys who have worked under him
fills an important place in the life I
Lodge exemplified the degree at Good
My mind goes back ln fancy
Thursday. Ruth Chatterton in “Frisco
Mrs.
Marie
Butlcj
and
Doris
Rob

i his stock, issued under the approval of the
of thc city. We could wish that j Jenny.” Coming soon, "State Fair" j Pat French the Lewiston High coach
To that Little Village Church.
Luck Lodge in Waldoboro* Tuesday
bins
were
recently
callers
on
Mrs.
H.
oldest ...
in years
of
service
in
the
funds were available for the pur j and “42nd Street"
Public
Utilities Commission is offered to investors
evening.
Refreshments
were
served
I can see the dear old faces
. , .
A. Whitten
Of the ones who worshipped there.
m _ .. _
Manx; high schools is considered one
chase of new books, which are the
at
a
price
of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
following
the
meeting.
Thc W. H. Stalkers of New York .
As they listened to the music.
of the best all around athletic mentors >
life blood of every public library,
Mrs Nancy A Sukeforth, a former
As they bowed thelr heads tn prayer.
Smoked alewivcs. caught thc first
city have arrived and are at their '
yielding
a
little more than 6% per annum.
I can feel thc mighty reverence.
in the State and is another coach
but in thc necessary absence of that
of this week, are again on the menu resident of North Union, died April
Hear the voices raised ln praise.
cottage at Dillingham's Point.
Subscriptions
for this stock will be received at
whom his pupils swear by.”
item of support, the voluntary con
And a tender hush falls o'er me
28 at thc home of Mrs. Amelia Bradat Warren.
Regular meeting of Camden Lodge.
As It did In bygone days
the
office
of
the
company,
5 Lindsey street, Rock
•
•
•
c
tributions of citizens, as here sug
street in East Palermo The remains
K P . Monday evening.
Ruth Mayhew Tent, Monday
land, Maine.
I can hear the choir and organ.
gested. takes on a generous form of
Mrs George Pofe and children re were brought Monday*for interment
And the music upward roll
Lubin Young of New York city is night, observed Mothers Day with
help in sustaining at proper level
turned Tuesday from Swampscott In the family lot at the Skidmore
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
Until lt seems the angels
•
in town.
Touch
all thelr harps of gold
quotations and poems. Mrs. Eliza
the library's efficiency. Call up thc
where they spent thc past winter, and cemetery.
• • • •
"Sweet Hour of Prayer " and Bock
Plummer reading an article on the
of Ages"
library (1121) and gladden Miss
are at home at East Warren. Mr
Mrs. Elizabeth Achorn
Were not sung for pomp and show;
origin of Mothers Day. Circle sup
Coughlin's heart with the news of
Pote who has employment in Swamp
For earnest were the dear old voices
Elizabeth, widow of George W. per was in charge of Mrs. Lizzie
That sang so long ago
the books ,that you are to take
scott will remain there for a time.
Achorn. died at her home on Main French and Mrs. Carrie House. The
George Martin motored to Portland
pleasure in donating.
That church today Is silent
street Thursday night, following an quilt top, "Sunshine and Shadow"
As the ones who loved It well—
Wednesday
on business.
Never hears the sound of music
illness of many months. She was
pattern, which the Tent recently
Or the ringing of the belt.
Mrs. Gertrude Benner ot Waldo
POETRY IN THE SPRING
born in Camden 76 years ago. daugh
The torch those dear hands lighted
completed, was sold to Mrs. Susie
boro visited her mother Mrs. Lizzie
Now Is smouldering to decay.
ter of James and Mary Ann Storey
Yet with willing hands to bear It
Karl.
Thc
mystery
package
was
Waltz, Wednesday.
With the recurrence of spring ' Following the death of her husband
Still could be a cheering ray.
Florence Fairbrother of Camden,
there comes the urge to poesy. ! about 18 years ago. she continued to awarded to Mrs. Carrie House who
Gone are those loyal workers
department patriotic instructor, will
But thetr memory lingers still.
Wc genuinely sympathize with that manage the G. W Achorn dry goods will furnish a similar package for
Though now they're sweetly sleeping
Housekeepers
be present at thc meeting of the Sons
■
”i "I
,
■jr-snr-i
'
uplift of the spirit which seeks a store and was a very successful and the next meeting.
In the city on the hill.
of Union Veterans Auxiliary next
Thelr memory sheds a halo
manifestation through the medium capable business woman. She was a appointed for the meeting May 15
From the city of thc dead.
Tuesday. All officers are asked to
of verse. We ourself confess to that member of the Baptist Church. will be Mrs. Susie Karl and Mrs.
And ln spirit still they worship
In
the
church
here
at
Spruce
Allie
Blackington.
A
dandelion
sup

dress in white and it is desired that
softer inclination, and nothing Camden Garden Club and an honSTHead.
there te a good attendance of mem
M E.
more delights us than to renew ac ary member of the 20th Century Club per will be served.
bers.
quaintance with the poets who have ol Rockport. Her only surviving rela
Chester Wyllie broadcast in connec
The inflationists will get you—There are rumblings of inflation—and the
touched fhe universal theme with a tives are six cousins, Mrs. Ella Wing
tion
with the Rainbow Hour from
grace of heart that renders their of Belfast, Mrs. Sarah Barnes. Mrs.
facts point to an increase in commodity prices—cotton and rubber have advanced
station WLBZ. Bangor. Wednesday
poems immortal. We too have Eugene Young, Mrs. Frank Richards,
over 3Q' < —and it bears well that tire costs will soon go up.
evening at 6 45 daylight.
longed to achieve those heights of Samuel Simpson and Charles A
Mrs. Edith Wotton and daughter
graceful expression, but the longing, Cleveland of Camden, and a sisterSAVE MONEY—take this opportunity when prices are still low to equip
Evelyn spent Wednesday with John
we find through honest test, is in in-law Mrs. Georgia Storey of Au
Fullerton, father of Mrs. Wotton.
your car with Kelly-Springfield Registered Tires—six times fortified against wear
vain, leaving us at the best seeking gusta. The funeral will be held from
Why not plant a Rose Garden for Mother with
Mr. and Mrs Percy Bowley and
to sustain a position upon the more her late residence, 48 Main street,
and fatigue—They cost no more than ordinary tires.
Miss
Doris Bowley attended the regu
bushes
that
will
bloom
this
year?
She
can
enjoy
it
level plains of prose.
Sunday at 2 o'clock. Rev. Leroy A.
lar
meeting
Wednesday
of
Canton
It is in particular the season Campbell officiating, and burial will
all the rest of her life.
Look at these low Kelly-Springfield Fatigue-proof Lotta Miles Prices—
Molineaux Auxiliary at Rockland.
when the editorial desks of the be in the family lot in Mountain
Or send her Carnations, Roses or Mixed Bouquets.
Miss Beatrice Haskell played Thurs
country find themselves visited by Street cemetery.
Wear a Carnation in her honor.
day evening at the performance ot
multiplied contributions addressed
4.50-20
$4.25
5.00-19
$5.10
‘The Merrymakers,’ given at South
"She will remember, so don't you forget.
to this general theme. It may be
CLARK ISLAND
Hope.
said of him who sits at the desk of
Supt. of Schools Frank D. Rowe ac
Mrs. Charles Butler, Mrs Elmer
this paper, that he recognizes with
Fertil-potted and Certi-fed Rose Bushes
4.50-21
$4.30 '
5.25-18 x
$5.90
companied by William Thomas of
congeniality the spirit that inspires Carleson, Mrs. William Davis and
50c, $1.00, $1.25
Union attended the Principal and
these writings and welcomes the Miss Bernice Flood motored to War
Extra Choice Pansies from extra choice seed 40c doz.
Superintendent Conference Friday
receipt of them. Perhaps he goes ren to call on Mrs. Louella Wing last I
4.75-19
$4.90
5.25-21
$6.40
Perennials, 20c each
at the State House, Augusta.
out of his way in suggesting that Monday night.
Mrs.
Estelle
Perry
of
Rockland
who
Wilbur MacDonald of Rockland was j
brevity is a merit in a poem, that
lately returned from St. Petersburg,
rhyme and meter cannot too care a caller in town Monday.
Fla., where she spent the winter, was
Mr. and Mrs Charles Butler mo
fully be considered, and that many
guest the first of the week of her niece
tored
to
Port
Clyde
with
Rev.
and
rewritings presents a most potent
FLOWER SHOP
179 CAMDEN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs Gertrude Rowe.
channel for bringing to a poem the Mrs. John Holman Sunday night and
371 MAIN STREET,
i
ROCKLAND
Ansel
M.
Hilt,
first
selectman,
has
52-54
called
on
Mr.
Butler's
mother,
Mrs.
quality of finish which yields to Its
received blanks and instruction^ to
54-57.
reader the desired sense of delight. Jennie Butler.
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Electric Refrigerator Value

$99

150

WARDROBE
SPECIAL

$1100

Furniture Polish

30c and 50c

BURPEE
FURNITURE CO.

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
Its^Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRES

if you don’t WATCH OUT ....

For Mother’s Day
MAY 14 th

SILSBY’S

CAMDEN & THOMASTON BUS LINE FILLING STATION

Every-Other-Day

SERMONETTE

Zaecheus
Beautiful
incidents
gather
With the completion of the
around the historic city of Jericho
last performanoe at Park The
and none more Interesting than
atre tonight, that establishment
that of Zaecheus. Centuries,
will be dark for at least one
more than fifteen of them, had
month. The theatre has lost
passed since Moses looked across
money steadily during the win
The Charity Club provided a
the plains until Jesus entered on
ter, bat has been kept in opera
boiled ham dinner for the Boys and
this beautiful day. The news of
tion foe business reasons and in
Girls Service Club Wednesday,
his coming preceded him. A
order that the members of the | There were 52 children present. Mrs
great crowd gathered, among
staff might not be thrown out | Mary *Messer
“
-----acted as chairman.
them a very rich man. "He was
of employment. With the cur- ! The menu was in accordance with
little of stature," and because of
tailment of banking operations ! I specifications for Child Health
the point was reached where ’ Week, the meaning of which was the press of the throng he could
The American Legion Auxiliary |
not see. so he ran ahead and
suspension of this theatre be
j explained by Mrs. Jennie Allen Wil
meets Monday evening.
climbed
a sycamore tree to catch
rime iniprrative. The two crews
son.
a glimpse of Jesus who was to
will
have
alternate
weeks
at
The nearest baseball today is Vinal
pass that way. Hidden by its
Strand Theatre.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge is plan
haven vs. Thomaston at Thomaston.
leaves he wished to see what sort
ning an evening of jollity for next
Just as this paper went to press the
"Whenever I read about the gold Tuesday, when the farce "The Pro of a person the man of whom he
Rockland fire department was en- standard." said C. S. Staples of fessor's Magic” will be repeated, and had heard so much might be.
Hls amazement was unbounded
route to a fire at the Post Farm, j North Haven Thursday. “I recall
a two-act play “Six Kleptomaniacs"
when Jesus walked right up to
Owl's Head.
that the first money I earned was presented by the degree stall. There
the tree and called him by name,
$40. made in the hayfield. I was j wdi
a social hour, during which
Claremont Commandery will con
"Zaecheus, make haste and come
paid with a twsnty-dollar gold piece. coffee and doughnuts will be on sale,
ter thc Order of the Red Cross on oue and when I took it to the bank I j The affair will be open to the public down, for today I must abide at
candidate Monday night.
thy house.”
received $40 for it. That's how 1 at a sman admission fee.
Zaecheus did both and receives
came
to
think
that
gold
meant
j
_____
The annual convention of the
Jesus gladly. Thus met the Son
j Willis Ayer, who doesn't realize
Maine Letter Carriers' Association f southing,
of God and the despised Jew, the
-----how much he is missed at The Brook,
will be held in Hallowell Sunday. May
Thc Rockland High School track wriles
lhe sports editor that he hated publican. Jesus' followers
28. David S. Beach of this ctty is
team is engaged in a dual meet with TOtchM a blg
lcague tollin were disgusted that he went to
secretary.
Morse High at Bath today a squad Bostbn eVery afternoon and has be a guest of a sinner.
During the visit Zaecheus stood
Road conditions may be ascer- of -21 fine athletes, who have been
five home runs
far ^nd
among his friends and with firm
tained by calling the Chamber of j training under Faculty Coach Bow- ] while we are eXjSung in freezing
resolve said, "Lord, half of my
Commerce. 860
The latest bulletins I den and S. L. Cullen. Much is ex- weathcr here is what he experigoods I give to the pcor; and if
from the State Highway Commission pected from Paladino, Pietroski and ences: “Perfect weather, rather
I
have wronged any I will restore
are there.
Karl in the running events, from warm; peach trees and magnolias
four fold." Jesus replied “This
------Armata. Ray and White in the pole
bloom; tuUps
••
day is salvation come to this
The Chamber of Commerce will be ■ vault, from Johnson in weights,
_____
pleased to list rooms for rent, board from Lee Thomas in discu*. and
house, for the Son of Man is
Miss Winifred Coughlin, librarian
ing-places. cottages, etc. so that In Ladd in jumping.
come to seek and save that which
of the Rockland Public Library, will
quirers may be put in touch with the
is lost."
be the speaker at the May meeting
right parties..
John Phelps and son Wilbur of the Parent-Teacher Association
Thus in this ancient city, the
went a-fishing oft Owls Head yes- Monday evening at the high school home ot kings, the King of Kings
The Knox and Lincoln annual ter. Wet through and very much auditorium. she
will talk on
brought salvation to one of its
track meet will be held at Com chilled the son asked to be set
library to richest men.
the
relation
of
thc
munity Park May 27 and is for boys, ashore, and taking the punt ho
William A. Holman.
award of
only. The schools sending teams or
started for Owl's Head. When John lbe clt,rz^nship medal to a Junior
partial teams are Rockland. Thom.„.n . frnm lhp flshin. Iuw «“«*»“*
™
At the Congregational Church
♦
r’
n ct
returned from the fishing
student will also be made. This
aston. Camden. SL George. Roc po t
cou,d find neilher pun,
lhroush
Rnox tomorrow morning Mr Rounds will,
and Lincoln Acad m..
nor Mn
invoked the assistance
chapter, sons of the Amert- preach on the subject. “The spring
Attractions at Strand Theatre next of Clty Marshal Richardson. Fear- can Revolution, and Judge E. K. time of hope.” Sunday school at
week are: Monday and Tuesday. in* the worsl thcy combed the Ai' Gould will make the presentation. noon. The Comrades of the Way
"Central Airport." with Richard Point and Owl's Head shore, and (meeting will be open to the will hiect in the vestVy at 6.30 o'clock.
• • • •
Barthelmess and Sally Eillers: Wed- ncar
Head °{ lhe Bay found the public.
At First Church of Christ. Scien- j
nesday and Thursday. "Sweepings, young fisherman safe and sound.
------with Lionel Barrymore; Friday and
------The Elks bowling teams of the tist, comer of Cedar and Brewster j
Saturday, “Kn< Kong.”
The Slate conference of Congre- statp have hired the Recreation streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
_____
gational Churches will be held May alleys f?r next Wednesday after- and the subject of the Lesson-Ser
Miss Elizabeth Jones of Augusti jg and fj jjj the Congregations. nb<)n and evening to bowl for the mon tomorrow will be "Adam and j
who succeeds Mrs. Florence Ellis in church at Camden. Because of the championship of the state.
An Fallen Man.” Sunday School is at
the Home Economics Department of I number of delegates planning to at- added attraction will be a string 11.45 Wednesday evening testimony
the Central Marne Power Company tend thls conference lt is requested match between Scott, State cham- meeting is at 7.30 The reading room
is expected Monday morning. She is tha.t Rockland assist in entertain- pjon> and Atwood, ex-champion, is located at 400 Main street, and U
to havc the apartment in the F. W irig This means lodging and break- They will bowl against the two high open week days from 2 until 5 p. m.
« • • •
Fuller honse. Talbot avenue, formerly fast AU who find it possible to averagp Elk bowlers. Admission will
Al St. Peter's Church <Episcopal).
occupied by Mrs. Ellis.
offer such assistance to the Camden
by ticket. which wiU include a
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
_ —----talon at th" church are asked 10 cal1 Mrs' Walter I banquet at the Elks after the match:
A pigeon w ie _'vas
Clark
R°undB and indicate how many jj covers everything. All bowlers of ices for tomorrow will b; appropr:John Meehan *
n pa .
can be provided such entertainment th Rowland Lodge of Elks are ate for the third Sunday after
Island, is now in the possession « I----------------------------------------------- 1
An immediate and generous response ^ked to come out for practice Mon- Easter: Holy communion at 7.30;
Dan Nutter of St. George, an em
church school at 9.30; choral
is earnestly requested.
day night at 7.30. The flve men of
ploye of the company. On his right
*_____
eucharist and sermon at 10.30. Holy
thc highest average will represent
leg there is an aluminum band with , Harvey chne was arralgned before
communion Wednesday and Friday
thc numbers 8693 AV32-RS on the left Judge Dwinal yesterday on a drunk- j
at 7 a. m. Daily vespers at 4.30
leg a rubber band with the numbers cn driving charge, pleaded not
B(X)k Giving Week continues, p. m.
• • • ■
2689.
guilty and waived examination. He yyhne lt has been designated parThe evangelistic services arc still
The Hope Con^Sunday School, of was **ven hU choice °f 8
“'“larly fo<- that Purb0S€' 11 can
wirich Mlss Margaret McKnight is °r 60
ln >»' and aW’S®*1 T”*' j “book giving week" all the time, for going on at the Littlefield Memorial
Church. Meeting tonight at 7.30
superintendent, opened last Sunday
told by State **tro ma" the Public Library is always in need
when there will be a children':
with 33 present three of whom
is that he saw the Cline truck , of bcoks. and especially Just now.
chorus and Mr. Grimes will give a
lOa ded with men in the dooryard when there are ho funds for the
walked from Head of the Le.ke.
a house near the trotting park purchase of new books and the de chemical demonstration called “Sin
Missions will be held every Sunday ut
'»hich has a reputation." and later mand for books increases day by in Bottles." Mr. Grimes will havc
12, daylight. The Sunday School at
he coraled the outfit on thc Atlan day. Housecleaning seems to be the three services tomorrow. In the
NcrJi Warren. which is held in the
morning at 10.30. afternoon at 3
Anderson schoolhouse, opens Sunday tic Highway. In addition to taking outstanding project at this time, when hc will speak on the "Sec
for the third consecutive season, CTine he arrested two passengers. and consequently it is just the time ond coming of Christ" and in thc
cessions to be held at 2 p. m. standard, who were sentenced to ten days to look over book shelves and choose
evening alt 7.15. Mr. PreC.'ickson
books to be donated to thc
This school comes under the direc- each in the county Jail. There were [
will sing at all services assisted by
tion of thc Knox County Association several others but they melted into library. Thc gift will be much ap
a large choir. Mr. Fredrickson'will
Ur Rural Religious Education, and obscurity while Shaw - busier than preciated. One good book provides
have charge of the Young People'?
will be carried on under local lead- lbe proverbial one-armed pipe, pleasure for a countless number of
meeting at 6.15. These are the clos
ership.
hanger— was attending to Cline’s persons.
ing services of the campaign. Sun
J____
case. Shaw would have been a good
Mrs. F. F. Brown. Mrs J. C. Hill day school and junior chugch as
"Jeff Smith Day" at Rotary is al- man to run up against thc Germans
Mrs. Marguerite MacAlman. Miss usual. Prayer meeting Tuesday eve
ways the signal for Rotarian sons of
Helen Carr and Mrs. Frank Hewett, ning at 7.30. Ladies Aid meets
BORN
the Camp of Character and other
Wednesday evening with Mrs. Pris
sons to come down and hear what Kro°KrA^reV».eynn KnPow.to3nJof the local Speech Readers Club.
cilla Richardson, Rockland street.
a
(laughter.
went
to
Portland
Wednesday
to
at

Uncle Jeff has to say. Yesterday's
• • • •
tend the State lip reading toumagroup included Walter Butler. Eddie
“How to remember" will be thc sub
Jones, Philip French. Charles Toner I KNOwlton-At Rorkland. ^"t. Thc clubs of Bangor. Lewis- ject of the sermon at the First Bap- 1
May l. by Rev. j. Charles MacDonald. ] ton-Auburn, Rockland and Portland tist Church Sunday morning. The
and Gordon Richardson, Phil Jones
David Knowlton of Owl's Head and |
__
u..-led the singing featuring “W. O..’s
Miss Margaret Everett.
| will compete, Miss Carr being thc choir will sing “The Lord of glory is
-----------------[
reader
from
the
Rockland
Club,
with my light," Emerson, and the trio
Song" in honor of a returned Florida
DIED
Mrs. Brown and Mrs. Hill among the number will be "Nearer my God to
sojourner. Mr. Smith took for his
thought the measures of true values white—At Pittsburg. Pa.. May 5. Mrs.' contestants. Mrs. Brown and Mrs Thee,” Mason. The church school!
A. C. White, formerly of Orono.
in life such as sight, sanity and ACHORN—At Camden. May 4. Elizabeth, MacAlman presented papers at the will be held at the noon hour. Thc I
widow of George W. Achorn. aged 76 round table conference this morning Christian Endeavorers will meet at [
sons, his principal ideas being cov
years. 7 months. Funeral Sunday at
and the early part of the aftemcon 6 o’clock. The people's evening serv- '
ered in an interview printed in an
2 o'clock from the late residence.
other column. As is invariably the HALL—At Camden. May 3. Elizabeth, will be given over to viewing an ex- ice will open at 7.15 with the prelude 1
wife of Fred Hall, aged 68 years.
case on the occasion of his visits HOWARD — At North Haven. May 4. 1 hibit of posters of work for children, and big sing, assisted by the organ
Freeman M. Howard, aged 54 years. Federation and club work; and a and piano. The choir will sing “The j
here, the speaker found himself at
8 months. 7 days. Funeral Sunday at
the conclusion of the meeting in the
2 o'clock from Baptist Church. North display of books of interest for the prodigal and the song," Wilson. The ]
hard of hearing. The audiometer as quartet selection will be "Jesus thc J
‘ center of a Jolly group of old time UbVen.
SlWPsON—At Aberdeen. Scotland. April
friends.
23. Alex Simpson, formerly of Vinal well as aids for hearing will be dem Light of the world," Grimes. Mr.
haven, aged 69 years.
onstrated. The scrap books con MacDonald will give his fourth ser
HAINES—At Rockland. May 5. William
taining all the newspaper notices of mon in the series on "The triumphal
Strawberry ices made from the
R. Haines.
fresh fruit today at Mrs. Thurlow's. SULLIVAN—At Rockland. May 4. John the Portland club since organization return of Christ” at this hour. His
Y. Sullivan, aged 80 years, 10 months.
subject will be “What will take place
will also be on display.
All flavors fresh daily.-adv.
29 days.

I

Ridge and Port Clydi
Rev. I. S. Hawkins, former mis
sionary, will speak morning and aft
ernoon. In the evening at Port Clyde,
a special musical service with the
choir; the pastor's subject, "Spiritual
Dreaming.” Special selections will be
given in various forms.
Sabbath Schools at the regular
hours. Junior C. E. at 6 p. m. at Port
Clyde.
Choir rehearsal at Port Clyde
Thursday at 8 o'clock.
Midweek services: Wednesday at 7
at the Ridge, Thursday at 7 at Port
Clyde.
All are cordially invited to attend
any or all of these services. “I was
glad when they said unto me. Let us
go into the House of the Lord."
• • • •
Tenant's Harbor and Wiley Corner
At thc First Baptist Church of
The Sunshine Society will m • t
Wiley Corner, Sunday, the service will Monday alleniULU at the clubroom.

PERMANENT WAVES
Regular Sil) Frederics Vita Tonic
with ringlet ends Including two
fingir waves, $8.00

Pierre

.................................... $6.00

Ringlet Ends ............................ 2.50
Shampoo and Wave ............... 1.00

Finger Wave ............................... 75
Marcel
....................................... 50
HELEN WALTZwill be located

with us after May 8th

PARISIAN SALON

61 rmk riicri-TtL 898
54-lt

PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
If you are a subscriber to
The Courier-Gazette and are
leaving home for any time, long
or snort, let us mail the paper to
you during your absence. The
regular copy of the paper will
go to the home as usual. Just
telephone the address to the
office, or mail a card. Thc paper
will follow wherever you go, and
will stop on notice when you ar
rive home. There will be no
charge.

TIRE PRICES GOING UP
Equip Your Car NOW]

with nrotone
Never BEFORE have you heen able

lo buy Firestone

Extra Quality

Tires at these tire “war” prices. You will probably never have tbe chance

to do so again, since raw material prices are rapidly increasing.

Advanced tire prices must follow.

THE NEW
Quir 7)i/ypcd
i CORD PLIES
UNDER THE
TREAD

L

Extra Quality Tire

Vt restone
SUPER OLDFIELD TYPE

Equal in quality to standard brand, first
line tires. Deep cut, tbick* wide tread—rugged
dependability and striking appearance. Value
unequulcd at prices that afford real savings.

4.50-21
4.75-19

$5.65
6.15

5.00-20
5.25-18

$6.79
7.45

Other Sises froporliosstely Icois

FIRESTONE OLDFIELD TYPE
Superior in Quality and f xmiitruetion to
first line, special brand tires, offered for
sale by department atorea, oil eonipanio*,
and mail order catalog Iiouwcm. Thia i>
^The Tire That Taught Thrift to Millions!'

1.50-21 $495
1.75-1')
550

^Xgold standard
g/^Tire Values

5.00-19 $5.85
5.23-18
6.60

Oltter Sises Proportionately

Ijow

------------- - ----------------------------------------- '

FIRESTONE SENTINEL TYPE
the

Better Quality, Qrnatruction and Worktnanahip than aecond line, special brain*
tirea offered for nale by mail order houae>
and other*.

MASTERPIECE

of TIRE CONSTRUCTION

lliri

l wd almiwl ex<-lu»ively by master race drivers —
will not take chances or risk thrir lives on ordinary tires.
Road speeds of today arc the raring ipmli of yesterday.
You should take no chances hut profit hy the knowledge
and experience of race drivers who know tires. E«|uip your
ear all around with Firestone High Speed Tires which hold
nit world records on road and track for safely, speed, mileage
and endurance.
Firestone High Speed 1'ires are made lty master tire
builders, of the finest materials, with lhe htlra t'entures of
Gum-Dipping and Two Extra Gum-Dipped Cord I’lirs
under the Scientifically Designed Tread.
Protect your life and the lives of your family hy trading
us your old, smooth, thin, worn, dangerous tires. Me will
give you a liberal allowance to apply on a set of Firestone
High Speed Tires — the safest tires in the world.
REMEMBER — your brakes can slop your wheels, hut
your tires must stop your car!

e*fcw Tir««to«e
< SEALTYTE

Leakproof TUBE

1.50-21 $4.48
4.75-19
4.95

5.95

Other Sisea Proportionately Lote

FIRESTONE COURIER TYPE
(;<M»d Quality and Workmumdiip — car
rier tbe name “Firentone” and full guar
antee. Sold an low a* many cheap apccial
brand tirea manufactured to a price.

30x3*Aci.l $3.35 4.50-21 1 $4.05
'4.40-21 | 3.45 4.75-19 | 4-45

Compare

firestone
SPARK PLUGS
SAVE GASOLINE

quality—Construction—Price

DEPENDABLE

TI re stone

Tt restone
BATTERIES

Aquapruj

sg40

C
Each
in

BRAKE LINING

and your
old

battery

Sets
Made in Fireatone'aown factories
— double tested and sealed againal
pow er leakag. . Old worn plugs waste
gasoline. Install a act of Firestone
Plugs and save gas and inereaae
power, lie will test your Spark
Elugs FREE.

on thc inside with *|>eeial com
pound which seals against, air
loss, flonstant air pressure lncreaaea tire mileage. Made with
flexible rubl>er valv<rstem.

$5.X7

oi

H. Laton Jackson who has been
ln the engineering department of
the local branch of the Central Maine
Power Company has been trans
ferred to Waterville, and with his
family leaves today. Their depart
ure is viewed wiith regret, as they
I have made many friends here.

be at 9.15 a. m. instead of 2.15 p. m as ]
formerly, subject, "That Upo:: Which
We Live." Bible school follows the
morning service.
The Oad Fellows and Rebel:ii fiaternities will observe their annual
Memorial Day at the Harbor Church
in the morning. Rev. F. W. Barton
to deliver the address, his subject,
‘"Fellowship;" the Scotch quartette
will sing The annual meeting of the
Bible sohool will bo held at 11.45Christian Endeavor nt 615, tin f
monthly consecration service. Mrs. F.
W. Barton, leader. Following the
evening service of song, Rev. I. S.
Hawkins will speak.
• • • •
Long Cove
St. George's Church (Episcopal»,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, pastor: Vespers
ar.d sermon at 7 p. ni. All ar? wel
come.

THE ST. GEORGE CHURCHES

■

PARK THEATRE CLOSING

the city yesterday highly enthusi
astic over the 41st district Lions,
convention, which will be held in
Bangor May 19 and 20. Informa
tion will appear in these columns in
due season.

after Christ's return?” The happy
prayer and praise meeting will be held
on Tuesday evening at 7.15. The
Rainbow Hour broa ’.cast will be giv
en over WLBZ on Wednesday eve
ning from 7 to 7.30.
• • • •
Rev. George H. Welch at the Uni
versalist Church at the 10.45 service
will have as the subject of his sermon
“That free church of America." As
an observance of National Music
Week, the Junior vested choir will
provide a number, and the quartet
will sing the anthem “Oh, be joyful,"
Morse. Church school will meet at
noon, also the women's class at Mis.
Glover's home; intermediate Y.P.C.U.
at 5 p. m., and the lecture course be
ginning at 6.15, open to the public.
Activities of the week include Chapin
Class Tuesday night with Mrs. H. P.
Blodgett; the Mission Circle Wednes
day at the vestry, and the annual
meeting of the Women's Association
at 4.30 at the vestry on the same day.

sc

WEATHER I
The weather man this morning is in
a,calmer mood than for the past two
days, when the furious northwest
wind has called to mind March gales,
aftd ice was reported to have formed
overnight in the towns around. The
vane points to the west still, but Mr.
Rideout says that wc are due for rain
today and probably Sunday. The!
damp spell will not reach Maine un
til late today. The wind is expected
to Increase to a brisk easterly. Tem
perature at 8 o'clock was 47.

At the Recreation alleys last
night Rockland defeated Gardiner
2415 to 2320.—Walls Wonders made
a splendid comeback and defeated
the Three Crows 1622 to 1521. De
tails of both games ln Tuesday's
issue.

IN THE
CHURCHES

Ol

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May S—Knox Pomona Grange meets
with Hope Grange.
May 8 — May meeting of ParentTeacher Association.
May 10—Annual Elks State bowling
tournament at home of Rockland Lodge.
May 12—Arbor Day .
May 12 — Camden — “The Call of
Youth" presented by the Community
Playeta at the opera house.
May 13—Annual meeting of Maine
State Hand Engine League ln Bath.
May 14—Mothers Day.
May 15-17 — Annual CongregationalChristian Conference at Camden.
May IS—Annual roll call of Miriam
Rebekah Lodge
May 18—Baptist Men's League ob
serves 25th anniversary.
May 20—Boy Scout Council Jamboree
ln Portland.
May 28—Thomaston—Dance recital of
pupils of Ellse Allen Corner, at Watts
hall
May 28—Opening to the publlo of
Montpelier ln Thomaston.
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 5—Monthly meeting of Ctty Gov
ernment.

Rev. W. M. Brewster of this city
Representative L. A. Walker gave
will .preach at Minturn tomorrow an Informal talk on legislative mat
and the following Sunday,
ters before the Camden-Rockport
Lions Club at thelr midweek meet
Tkccal anglers will be interested to ing at Wadsworth Inn.
kjicw that the ice is out of Moosehead
Luke and that the highway as far as
National Music Week begins to
Greenville is in good condition.
morrow and the local churches are
asked to make some sort of an ob
Benjamin Dowling has completed
servance in their programs if pos
his duties with the Central Maine
sible. Mrs. Hazel Atwood is local
Power Company, and Monday morn
chairman.
ing enters tlie employ of the G. A.
Lawrence Company.
Maurice Orbeton of Bangor was in
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MAGNEX SPARK PLUGS

S foe Sj[

Manufactured in the modern
Firestone Battery Factories. Made
with Extra Tallies. Ask us about the
tt Firestone Features that give more
power, longer life and unfailing
dependability.
All makes of Raft cries Icstea EREE.

MAGNEX

3

BATTERIES

and your
old
battery

Waterpr«»ofed by tbe new
Firestone “Aquapruf” process
which gives a uniform soft
pedal without chatter, grabbing
or squeal. Built in the new
Firestone Brukc Lining Factory.
Have your Brakes ysted EREE

Firepr •II f Garage Co.
WINTER STREET
24 Hour Service

PHONE
CALL

oqq
OO”

ROCKLAND, ME.
DAY OR NIGHT

Every-Other-Day
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SOME CUTE LIMERICKS

UNION

Spring Styles In Office Wear

WEST PENOBSCOT

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Community Club Special Meeting
Written By the Ten-YearFred W. York and son Raymond
The Community Club of Union held
attended
Sunday service at Sears
Olds Who Attend the
a .-pecial meeting April 25 with mem
port ajf.'er visiting their daughter
10
8
9
7
3
5
4
b
z
1
Tyler School
bers of tho Warren Woman’s Club as
and sister Mrs. Grace Ridley.
guests, and Mrs Ethel Creighton pre
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Van Name and
12
II
Grad? five, Tyler School, whoic
tiding. Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood ,of
sons of New York arrived at their
pupils average ten years of age. has
Rcckland. the district director, was
summer home Sunday.
17
Ib
13
14 w 15
been doing a unit of work—a lim
present and epoke of the work of the
Mrs. Melvin York was afternoon
w
erick, and from them were studied guest at the home of Mrs. Maggie
Federation: Miss Winola Richan also
22
21
18
19
“Zt’j Fun To Be Fooled , . .
cf Rockland spoke on "Music In Our
music, language, spelling, reading, Page Friday.
It's More Fun To Know'”
Schools." The guests from Warren
Raymond York was a visitor at th*
2b
dictionary study ihad heaps of funi.
24
25
£3
lut nished selections for the program
IDAY we show a nice little Some of it was surely written by home of hls sister Mrs. Arthur Rid
which included piano solo. Mrs
trick for Impromptu gatherings
30
i.7
ley of Searsport Sunday of last week. J
29
28
called "The Magic Pack," so calledthe ‘sweat of out brow,’’ bun all He also attended a baptism service
Erewett', vocal solo. Miss Hilda Aspey;
piano duct, Mrs. Smith and Mrs. because you seem able to change worked their hardest to make a and preaching services at the Ful.
3i
32
31
your brand of cigarettes at will.
Drewett, and readings by Mrs. Brack- You move your hand over the pack Jingle Here are some of the Juvenile Gospel Assembly at Searsport.
| < tt. The little play "Let Mary Do It," and it becomes one brand . , . you offerings:
i7 1
40 41
Rodney Bowden caught the first j
34 35
was presented by membtrs of tiie K do it again and It becomes another. I know a girl named Robbins.
w
salmon for this season here April 25
Who wu, always up and down bobbing.
T. Class. Following the program re- Finally you decide that you preftfi
j The weight was 12 pounds.
45
44
The temperature she reads
43
Camels . . . and you have them!
41
f re:'.".mints weie served and a .-ecial
On
inllk and sandwiches feeds
Now for the trick:
Earl
Gott
had
a
very
good
success
And home at noon she goes, trotting
l our passed. There were 48 membets
Norma Robbins
W 47
with his electric incubator this1
48
4b
and 36 guests present.
spring.
He
got
a
65
per
cent
hatch.
1 do not like arithmetic.
The next meeting of the club will
So many examples make me sick;
53 w 54 ‘
52
Raymond York met with two verv ■
51
50
But I work and cry
be. at the rooms May 9. Roll call will
’ painful accidents a few days age.
And whine and algh
bc answered to by Maine Lakes. Tlie
For tear of that terrible hickory57
56
when he had his hand badly }
55
stick
subject of the meeting is Famous
I jammed, and also his foot pierced
Russell Richardson
w
Trails In Maine." anc will be in
by a piece of iron, but he is now able I
59
58
I know a boy named Wlljo
charge of Mrs Minnie Matthews
Who had a pretty banjo;
to be at work again.
Hostesses will be Doris Robbins. Edith
He played by night.
Mrs Hazel Stover and daughters!
He played by day.
Thomas and Bessie Stephenson,
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Oh! what a nuisance was Wlljo
Mabel
and Marian were recently
• • • •
10-Low supports for
Wlljo Maki
Take three packs of cigarettes—
50- Near
1-Consult
i
visitors
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Fred
I
the feet
Camels and two olhers. Remove the
51- Open (Poet.)
6-Cuts
Legion Auxiliary Makes Awards
Did you ever hear of a girl named Jane
14-New name of
11- River in N. France 52- Precloue itone
Miss Dorothy Morton was present wrappers. Cut the labels and wrap Who lived all alone by herself In the York.
54- Polnt of compasa
Chriatiania
pers to the same site as the front
12- A laborer (Mex.)
lane?
Augustus and Melvin Yoik have
ed S2 and Miss Dorothy Barker $1 as of the Camel pack and paste them She was
17-Howl
(abbr.)
very tall
13- Extremely
three
salmon
weirs
about
completed
19-Consume
■ w inners in the High School escay con- on a card (see drawing). This will And liked to play ball
55- An animal with
15- Superlative suffix
So the neighbors had many smashed I They have one more to build.
21- A rodent
antlers
16- A fowl
I tec‘i subject, "Our Flag," recently give you a (lap which can be folded
p»n«
•I
J
56- Fleshy part of an 22- Golf mound
17- Rood (abbr.)
Kathryn Dean
Interesting meetings are being
..per.-ored by the American Legion to either side, and either side will
24-Governa
animal
appear to be the front of a pack of
18- Employ
held
at
the
Full
Go-pel
Mission
ai
; Auxiliary. Essays were also presented cigarettes, cellophane and all. The
26-A javelin
58- Shuna
My brother', name la Arthur.
20-Made a mistake
He tends xbrvp in the pasture:
28-Turf
i
- South Orland.
by membsrs of the grammar schools cellophane can be glued on to the
22- ln a greater degree 59- A aerpent (pl.)
flew York-I’arit Fatkwnt
The sheep eat grass
30-Joined
23- Wlng-shaped
Thomas J. Young of Vinalhaven
in Union. East Union . Waldoboro labels by using white shellac.
And run very fast
composition
buttons
and
the
ma

32-Offers
IJERE are two attractive dresses
25- Propeller
They think Arthur ts their master.
has been greatly missed by the many
L.berty and Warren on the same sub When you show this trick, you have
34- Recitet
VERTICAL
Kathleen Dean
26- To fatten
these fake labels ln place, holding
** particularly suitable for office terial Is Mataloy, a crinkled Acele
friends he made while visiting here
35- Saucy
ject. The essays written by Ruth them on the front of a pack of
27- Sacred flower of
wear as well as for a number of crepe, which ls also the fabric used
There wax a boy named Peters,
36- lncite
j this winter with his daughter Mrs.
India
Cameron from Union and a pupil Camels.
other occasions. Tbelr simplicity of for tbe suit modeled at tbe right.
He did not like to be beat I ers I.
37- Female deer
1- Occveional
29-Moderatee
When you make the first change
He (in a race.
Fred W York.
from Liberty were considered ol
design and tbe soft charm of the
This suit Is featured this Spring
39- Small lump of
2- A negative
31-Portion
Got red in the (ace.
all
you
do
is
to
fold
over
the
flap.
materials gives them a high style tn navy, brown and black and ls mMrs.
Raymond
York
and
children
equal merit and each ’eceived $150.
butter
3- An expression ot
Now what do you think of Don Peters?
33- Look
Remarking
that
you
prefer
Camels,
Donald Peters
note especially timely ln these rap-' terestlng because of Its white
40- lreland (Poet.)
impatience
Annabelle and Clarence have re
Fcnc.able mention was also given to pass your hand over the pack and
34- Moved rapidly
41- Reclaims
Idly mellowing days of Spring.
j b,ouge wlth soft tle couar and its
4- Femlnine suffix
38-Small candle
that written by Janet Wade of War- remove tbe entire faked front and
turned to their home after spending
I know a boy nkmed Billy.
44-Tenet
The dress at the left is In one (
(Fr.)
42- Wooden epiket
Who had a dog that was silly:
secretly put It in your pocket
ren.
three weeks at the home of her
piece a smart new model which tnannlsh ullored cuff'1’ The COB‘
47- A jar
1
5- Combinlng form.
43- Bow the head
He chased a rat.
48- Want
The American Legion Auxiliary
father W A. Dunlap of Dexter.
looks well ln green gold, gray or and skirt are ln a darker material
Backward
He thought It a cat.
45- Cholce
So the rat scared the dog that was
51-Over (Contr.) j
6- Balle
46- A unit of work
SPRUCE HEAD
thanks the pupils, teachers and super
upricoL lt has a suede belt and designed with a view to simplicity.
silly.
53-Angry
47- An ancient Grecian 7- Mind
intendents who co-operated witl
Virginia Nelson
ATLANTIC
55-Aet
8- Eternity
theater
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Kneeiand ol
them,
and
Mr
and
Mrs.
Thomas
and
57-Tellurium (abbr.)
9- lndefinite article
19- A metal
Wentworth of Searsmont. Orace
I hare a cat named Muffy.
Cover-Foxcrcft
were
callers
Sunday
NORTH HOPE
Mrs. Nettie Milan and Mrs. Durilla
Her (ur it always Is fluffy.
Wentworth and Donald Smith of Bel Miss Merrifield who served as judges at the home of Miss Helen Meservey
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
She was so pretty.
i Joyce of Swan s Island, were guests
Oh!
hpw
I
did
pity.
Charles W. Butterfield of Water fast. Mrs. Alice Hall and Miss Olenys It was the desire of the Auxiliary that
the play there will be grabs, each one
Mrs. Callie Morrill. Mrs. Gladys
When I pulled burs (rom the (ur of
Sunday at the home of Mr and Mrs
threugh this study of "Our Flag." Ito
ville and Rockland was in town last Hall cf Appleton.
numbered, and someone will receive
w R EC K'S
P A>,E R
poor Muffy
Siir.mcjis and Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey
S
N. B. Trask.
Fred Orover.
A much needed new bridge has be in history and Its uses, the pupils would attended the movies in Rockland
H A RiC
week tuning and cleaning pianos.
T R AY S AV E
a beautiful quilt made by the Junior
In spite of the fact that Mrs. How
1 R O N
There wa« a man named Harry Raccoon
R A m!s K N,C w
He was working at Willow Brook put in near the schoolhouse and other be given a greater understanding ol Tuesday night.
Guild.
ard Staples is wearing a piaster east
Who on the violin did play a tune:
R C. sHc a T T ■ R A
work done on the read the past week. what it stands for and what it means
Thursday.
Mr and Mrs. Raymond Hendersor He played all night
........light
____ __
__ _____
on her right arm.’she recently del
E R Nl
R
~11 N N
of the
moon
Mrs L. W. Bennett was called to to us. and that it wculd always b of Camdrn and Capt. Huse Richards By the
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Perry and
And never got home a minute too soon, jjghtfully entertained 14 members of
s T ATED J S M EJAIR ED
daughter Bernice were dinner gue;:t the tome of her daughter Mrs treated with proper respect.
of Rockport were callers Sunday on
Irms Kent
_
Ip adJ
E nL
All essays were submitted by num
the Baptist Ladies’ Aid.
S
Monday of Mr and Mrs. A. I. Perry. Charles Meservie at Morrill by the
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Carr.
There once waa a girl named Theresa,
ber
to
the
judges.
That
of
Miss
Mor

A
family
dinner
party
was
much
DAY |
Mr. ar.d Mrs. John Johnson of birth Saturday morning of a grand
Mrs Cassie McLeod went Monday Who sat all day on a freezer;
TRA I
ton has been rent to thc State depart to Rorkland where she will have em When It came night
enjoyed Sunday at the nome of Mr
Lincolnville were guests Sunday at son Maurice Altncn Meservie.
She was frozen quite tight.
TAI
and Mrs. Freeman Staples. The
Willow-Brook. Other callers ther?
Mrs Harriet Wiley and sister Mrs ment of the auxiliary to compete with ployment at the home of Daniel It took a year to release her.
'
A
Irma Kent.
essays
from
all
towns
and
cities
in
the
guests were Mr. and Mrs Winfield
f&
Munro. Limerock street.
w re Miss Clara Bartlett and Karl Laura Csbctne ot Camden called ou
State.
There
was
a
teacher
named
Perry
Staples.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Van
lPO,kC
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Thompson and
C D N
their cousin Mrs. A. I Perry Satur
Who knew a woman named Mary.
Horn and daughter Marion and Mr
Id r a pe s
o u t e: r si
iamily have returned to their home
Mary married a man
day afternoon.
Who owned a sedan.
and Mrs. Maynard Staples.
BURKETTVILLE
here after spending tlie winter in
The family at Willow-Brook has
And nothing but ride, now does
Mrs. Eveiyn Kennard and son ol Rcckland .
Mr and Mrs. WiUiam Van Horn
Mary
VER sixty years been errargd by the addition of two Portland have been guests the past
Irma Kent
EAST BOOTHBAY
entertained
at bridge Saturday eve
THINK OF ITI Only $2.50
Donald
York
hsu
returned
to
Rockago Dr. Pierce, baby collies, Ned and Nancy, lovable
two
weeks
of
her
parents.
Mr.
and
I
heard
ot
a
boy
named
Prank.
ning,
Merrill
Joyce
winning
highest
whose picture aplittle

’and Htgh School after a short illness
a day single .... and $4.00
degs as ever lived. Let's hope
Hls father's car he liked to crank:
The Monday Club was entertained
Mrs. Frank Hatch.
pears here, placed in
score. Other guests were Mrs. Mer
The car started down.
frem bronchitis.
double for this smart centrally
by
Mrs
Oeorge
Hodgdon.
Mrs.
Rob

all the drug stores they can be trained to keep away
Frank fell on hls crown.
Bennie Mitchell is confined to his
rill Joyce. Mr and Mrs Leland Trask
Walter Drinkwater of thp Bidde
And squashed quite flat was poor
of this country his float the road, where two fine dogs
located hotel.
ert
Chesebro
held
highest
score.
and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Joyce.
Frank
Favorite Prescrip have met drath by automobiles in room from an abscess in his throat ford Pool Coast Guard Station is on
Billy Bicknell.
The W BA. Club met with Mrs Ada
and his brother Fernald also has
Lawrence Veanie has overhauled
tion for women suf • the past six months.
l 15-day leave.
fering from weaken
I know a boy named Fred.
Alley last week Thursday evening
very sore throat. They are attended
the
engine
in
Donald
Joyce
’
s
boat.
Me.
Clirer.ce
Carr
spent
the
week

Mrs. L W Bennett who was called
He once slept on a cot-bed:
ing cramps, monthly
by Dr Plumer of Union.
The prayer meeting at the parson
The three-act comedy "Aaron Slick
He fell out of bed
end in Rockport, guest cf her par
but what rooms they are!
sickness, headaches, backaches, hot Ito Morrill Friday to care for her
Right smash on hla head
Mrs Ada Mitchell and Mrs. Edna ents Mr and Mrs Roland Crockett.
age last week was well attended.
From Punkin Crick." which was giv
Hashes. Women of all ages testify to daughter Mrs. Manila Meservie re
Now on the floor I'll sleep." said
Miller were at North Union recently
its merits. What it has done for
poor Fred.
The members of the ladies' aid were en at the C. U. hall by members of
Mr?
Grace York entertained
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with
Rusaell Richardson
others, it should do for you. Try it turned home Saturday night. Mr calling on Mrs Silvio Roy.
very glad to welcome back Mrs Irvine the high school, was a great success
Thursday with picnic supper and two
private bath, shower, radio,circunow! This is one of Nature’s reme ..rl Mrs. Bennett motored to Mor
I know a boy named Lombardo.
Mr. and Mrs B. H Lincoln and tables of bridge in the evening, her
Torrey and Mrs. Seth Stockbridge.
A dance followed the play.
dies composed of roots and herbs and rill again Sunday afternoon and Mrs
Hls family moved to Col’rado;
lating ice water and many other
daughter Geraldine were callers at guests. Miss Helen Meservey. Mrs.
Ernest Sprague is making some re
contains no alcohol.
The; rode in a car
Two yachts were launched from
ihnnelt will care for Mrs Meservie
features you'll be happy about.
And
moved
very
far.
If you »»ant free medical advice, write to
A M Davis' and Linwood Mitchell’s Ca'lie Morrill. Mrs. Margaret Carr.
pairs on Chester Joyce's boat.
Hodgdon Bros.' shipyard lest week.
And that was the end of Lombardo
Dr, Pierre** Clinic in Buffalo, N. Y.
1 the remainder of this week
Saturday evening.
Albert
Winchenbach
Mrs.
Elden
Colbeth
was
hostess
to
Mrs. Gladys Simmons. Mrs. Maude
Colds are prevalent in town.
Miss Carolyn Pease was a calle: at
Mrs Silvio Roy and infant are visit Shea. Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey. Mrs.
, the ’Tattlers" Club last week.
I know a lady named Bryant.
Mrs.
Harriet Cole and two sons and
Willow-Brook Saturday enroute to the
Who Is almost as big as a giant;
ing her parents Mr. and Mrs S. B Lillian Rackliff, Mrs Cassie McLeod
Dr. Cosgrove is in the Bar Harbor
She looked down on Mary
j 4-H Club meeting at Appleton.
William Cole were weekend guests ol
Miller.
hospital for observation.
And said "You’re a fairy!"
and Mrs Eva Post.
Knox Pomona meets at Hope May 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Cole
Poor Mary was scared of Miss Bryant
Several from this vicinity attended
Mrs. Essie Joyce entertained at a
Mary
Cross.
The weather the past few days has
Rev. and Mrs Kirkpatrick of South
a drama and dance at Appleton Fri
HOPE
family dinner April 25. in otoervanc"
There once were "two twins' named
been warm, and spring planting is in
Portland
were recent visitors with
day evening.
of little Alice Joyce's fifth birthuay.
-------Dean
evidence. Dandelion greens are a I
51st STREET
their daughter Mrs. Charles Hyson
Miss Estelle Bartlett accompanied w-ho w,r, always planting string beans;
Mr and Mrs Harold Butler and son
Mrs Fred Robbins has been visiting
welcome edditlcn to the menu. Tulips
Mrs
H
O
Simmons
of
Lincolnville
,
planted
and\amily.
AT
7th
AVENUE,
NEW YORK
of Appleton were callers on Miss Clara
for a few days with Mr. and Mrs.
ana other perennial plants that have
to Camden Friday evening where j That they planted the right kind of
*OY
MOULTON
Mr
and
Mrs
Merrill
Gamage
and
MacDowell
Sunday.
Freeman
Staples.
FFZ:
beans
been hibernating through the winter j
Executive Vicv-Prvi. ond Managing Dir.
family are guests of her parents. Mr
Nkoml Richards.
Mr and Mrs. C. M Payson of East they enjoyed the musical recital.
months are now showing well above
WHITE FOH DESClirtIVE SOOKtET
Mrs Joel Fer.iaid is with her
and
Mrs.
Charles
Chapman.
Union, accompanied by friends Mrs.
Near my home lived • l»dy named
EAST UNION
5 ground, and grass Ls green almost evSIMON K. HART
Mary.
Lottie Wellman and daughter Helen daughter Mrs D. F Brownell after a
Mrs William Hodgdon has returned
Of mice »be waa very scary;
tiywhere
The
usual
spring
cleaning
I
MONUMENTS
She had a cat
of Hope, were guests of Miss Clara visit with relatives in Thomaston.
Mrs. Lewis Robbins of Lowell. from a visit ln Boston.
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
Who chased a rat,
S3 PteBK-tnt St. Tel. 911-M Rockland is now a household topic
Mrs. Nathan Barrett who has spent
I Mass., has been in town for a few
MacDowell Sunday afternoon.
There will be a play, "Two Girls copies of The Courler-Oazette, with the
High on a chair. Jumped Mary
4Z-3-tf
home
st the Old South News
.he winter with her niece Mrs Mary
Ruth Packard. I days, guest of Mrs. May Robbins and and a Fellow," given at C. U. hall Agency.news,
Washington St., next Old South
, Church; also at M Andelman's. 284
Payson
Heller
In
Washington.
D.
C
.
NORTH CUSHING
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
There It a large bo; ln Ohio
i Mrs. Blanche Rcbbins of South May 15, by the Dramatic Club Alter Tremont St
Who lives on a farm with a silo.
arrived home Wednesday of last
• Union.
He has a white cow
week.
Mr and Mrs. Chester Hunt and two
“nr
And a four-horse plow
The Farm Bureau m?t Wednesday
I'd like to be the boy In Ohio.
Aubrey Pearse, who after leaving
children visited hls grandmother Mrs
Franklin Spinney.
In the Orange dining room for an
Knox Hospital spent last week witn
Ida Smith, Sunday.
IN NEW YORK CITY
all-day session, subject, "Good NuThere ls nothing so bad as division.
And other rectal diseases
his mother Mrs A. J Pearse in Cam
Mrs Alice Copeland of South War
| trition for the Family.”
But It It fun to do addition;
Reasonable Rates • Prepossessing Locations
The scholars all say
den. arrived home Sunday.
ren has returned home after spend
Treated Without Pain
They would run away .
Mrs. Millie Jones returned Sun
Carroll
Dennison
went
Monday
to
ing a few days with her mother.
SINGLE SJ50 e
If they had to do any more division
OOUIIE
oi Loss of Time
day from Gardiner where she hasOwen
Northgraves.
Direction ofE.J. Carrol
Dr. L. W Hart's farm in Camden
Miss Fern Benner recently visited
been
the
guest
of
her
sister
Mrs.
HOTIl YORK - 7lh Ave. and 36th St — 1 minute Penn. Stetion
"No home work." said Mrs Hall.
where he will work during the sum
her irlend Miss Beatrice Havener in
Fred Hahn.
Limericks must come first of all.
HOTIL ORAND-Broadway and 31st St.— S minutes Penn. Stetion
mer. this the fifth consecutive season
East Friendship
So I wracked my poor brain
HOTIl 1NDICOTT-Columbus Ave. and 81st St.—Opposite Park
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Payson and
'Till
my
head
had
a
pain
TEL. 1076
he
has
been
employed
there.
His
twin
Harold Smith, teacher in District 2
HOTIl MARTHA WASHINOTON fer Wemen - !9 East 29th St.
Thinking up some limericks for Mrs
Mrs.
Lottie
Wellman
and
daughter
39 UNION ST.
ROCKLAND | is ill.
brother Claude will take his place at
Hall.
j Helen made a trip to Burkettville
1278tf
Owen
Northgraves
IN BOSTON
IN CHICAGO
Aubrey Pearse s where he has been for
Alvaro Young is making a rock
Hotel Plaza, No. Ave. & No. Clark St. 81.58 op
Sunday and were callers on Miss C. Hotel Manger, No. Station, 82.50 up.
I know a boy named Clark.
the winter.
garden for Dr. Lawry at his summer j
Hc thought he could skate In the dark; A. MacDowell.
Sunday callers at Earl Norwood's He bumped Into a tree
MODERN WOMEN home here.
<
Mrs. Earl St. Clair is recovering
hurt hla poor knee.
•
were W. C Miller of South Carolina. And
NEED NOT SUTFER monthly pain and delay due
Mrs. Carrie Young is recovering fa- I
And
lt
left
a
black
and
blue
mark
t < < ilds, nervous strain, i xpofureorilmilMT eausM.
from
her recent severe illness.
George E. Payson of East Union and
Richard Donohue.
Cln-Hics-ters Diamond Brand Pills are effective, vorably from her recent accident, and
QUICK RELIEF Bole*'
W
C.
Miller of North Carolina was
Halvah
Hart
of
South
Hope.
; enjoyed her postcard shower very
There once was a boy named Husky Bill,
all druggets f<>rovcr45year». Aik for
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fletcher ana Who went sliding on Warren 8treet hill. a weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. W
j much, receiving 73 cards and letters.
The sled went fast
CHICHESTER^ PILLS
George Payson.
May
niece Miss Evelyn Butler and two When Bill slid past
Sunday she had many callers, among ]
he Is sliding still.
"JMl DIAMOND 'Mf BRAND'
friends of North Vassalboro spent j And for all I know Richard
them Mrs. Grace Andrews, Miss Mary
Donohue.
Sunday with Mr Fletcher's sister and I
SOUTH WARREN
Wyllie, Mr. and Mrs Lester Sherman, ,
I know a young girl named May.
brother-in-law Mr. and Mrs Carl i She went out strolling one day;
Mrs. Hattie OrfT. Mrs. Gladys Orff.
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Ome were
She met a big bear.
Merrifield.
Mrs Grace Maloney, Fred Robinson,
Up straight went her hair.
guests of Capt and Mrs. S. W Gross
E.
L.
True
and
mother
Mrs
L.
P.
And
she
looked
at
the
bear
with
dis

Chester Hunt and children and Mrs.
BOSTON, MASS.
BEACON SIRhfc l
may.
at dinner at the Knox House last
True went to Portland Tuesday for a
Eda Marshall and daughter Marion. ,
Irma Thompson.
Thursday and attended the pictures
few days. Mr. True was a delegate to
The Variety Club has been carrying ,
There was a young lady named Beatrice. in the evening.
the Masonic assembly held there.
Who had a twin sister named Lest rice.
on its usual activities. A poverty par
Since 184(1 this firm has falthf”" ■
has red hair.
Kenneth Fales and family visited
Miss Estelle Bartlett was in Rock One
And never a care
on Beacu
served the lamilies of Knox County ty at the home of Mrs. Margaret Fer- I
land Sunday to attend the evangelis As to who cannot tell Beatrice from hls father John Fales in Cushing
guson
Montgomery
was
an
outstand•
Next to the
LADY ATTENDANT
Leatrlce.
Sunday.
i House.
tic services being held at the Little
ing event, several members looking
Irma Thompson.
Day Telephone 450—781-1
Mrs. Maude Overlock accompanied
field Memorial Church and was overmuch more poverty stricken on their |
IX THE GRASS
I know a girl named Irma.
by her sister Mrs. Cecil Cushman of
BURPEE’S
' night guest of her sister Mrs Leroy Who wanted to go over to urmah;
departure than upon their arrival A
Edward
says
he
has
found
One
day she went
Thomaston visited their cousin Mrs.
ROCKLAND. MF.
meeting with Mrs Ada Lufkin, and something good to eat in the Coombs.
As though she were sent.
Bernice Gray in Rockland Wednes
And
that
was
the
end
of
Irma
Mrs. F. B Eugley of Lincolnville is'
Just a feu minutes walk to the theatre, financial,
another at the home of Mrs. Nellie grass. He says if he can find
Lillian Pendleton.
day of last week.
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C
A.
Dunton
for
and ^hopping centers.
Benner, when Mrs. Iola Smith was enough of them he will take them
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
Did you hear of the girl named Anna.
Oapt. and Mrs. S. W. Gross of New
an indefinite time.
STEAMBOAT CO.
presented with a bird bath in honor ot home for a pie. He hal filled
Who liked to eat bananas?
London were callers last Thursday
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
The play entitled "Uncle Robert," She ate so many
New. Lower Rates
his blouse with a goodly number.
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5 3(1 her birthday anniversary were pleas
She'd bought for a penny
at M. P. Orne's.
presented by the Megunticook Play-I She
A M Stonington 8 25, North Haven 7 25 ing events. The last meeting was I f you want to see a picture of
burst Into a thousand Dianas.
vinalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at Rockwhat Eddie is just going to pick
Mrs. Rose Marshall visited her
Room? without bath, TOO up; with bath, ^3.00 up
Lillian Pendleton.
ers of Camden at True's hall Tuesday |
lUR?turnUtLeaves Rotk'and at 1.30 P M. with one of its members at her home up, take a pencil and join all the
evening did not have a large attend- ■ Limericks written by other grade cousin Mrs. Rebecca Stryker at R. L.
on
Knox
street,
Thomaston.
These
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
Vinalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3.30. Ston
numbered dots together, starting ance but was much appreviated by five pupils will appear ln a subsc- Smith's in Rockland one day last
ington at 4 40; due to arrive at Swan’s 12 ladies agree that they enjoy very
with
dot
number
one
and
ending
n.iand »uuu»
about 6.00 P. M. H 8TiNSON
Ulauo
week.
all who saw It.
l quent issue.
»
jolly times together.
with dot number thirty.
130-tf
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T
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SEARSMONT

Miss Louise Sprowl had as guest i
Mrs. Julia Currier and Mrs. Eliza
Rev and Mrs. Albert G. Henderson
and friends of Farmington will spend beth Stanley and daughter attend over the weekend Murguerite Lincoln
the weekend In town. Mr. Hender ed the Rubinstein Club meeting in of Washington
On the Increase
The farmers in this vicinity have ,
son, a former pastor of Union Church, Rockland Friday evening of last
peas and potatoes planted and are I
will preach tooth morning and eve week, enjoying it very much.
The poultry situation as summar- j
Mr. and Mrs. W. H Proctor and making their gardens. Everything
ning, and Mrs. Henderson will sing.
Ized by R. N. Atherton, extension j
Regular meeting of Ocean Bound Ira Proctor were recently in Benton 1 seems to be doing fine
economist. U thus broadcast by 1
Mrs. Mabel Cobb was a Belfast
Rebekah Lodge will be held) Tuesday to attend the funeral of Mr. Proctor's
County Agent Wentworth:
visitor last Monday.
There will be work and a covered brother-in-law.
“With the number of layers prac- |
Fire in the pasture belonging to C.
dish supper.
The W.C.T.U. met Friday afternoon
C
Pineo caused quite an excitement
with
Miss
Fannie
Gushee.
'tlcally the same as a year ago (March
The Island Players are rehearsing
here Sunday, und a crew of men were
H.
C.
Stanley
and
A.
C.
Crass
at

for
a
mystery
play,
"Lady
Lilac,"
1) production during the months of
which will toe presented at an early tended the evangelistic services at the called out before it was under control.
April, May and June, which usually
The body of Mrs. I.elah Marriner,
date.
Littlefield Memorial Church in Rock
amounts to nearly 40 percent of the
wife of Willis Marriner, was brought
land
last
week
Friday
evening.
The Seven Little Tailors met Tues
here April 26 for burial in Oak Grove
year’s total, Ls not likely to vary more
Ruth Moody spent the latter part
day night and enjoyed a lobster sup
cemetery, from the tomb at Beitast
than a few percent either way from
per. Walker Fifleld of Portland was of the week in Searsmont, guest oi
where It had been placed at time ot
that of last year.
Ruth Olney,
guest of honor.
her death tn March.
“Approximately 80.000 more cases of
Tuesday evening at her home Miss Special music at the Baptist Church
E. Bliss Marriner and family have
eggs were received ln Boston during
Beulah Oilchrlst entertained at two Sunday was a so’.o at the morning returned to Portsmouth. N H, after
the period January-March inclusive
tables ot bridge. First honors went service by Frank Meservey and duet a visit here with their parents.
this year than for the same period j
to Mrs. Langtry Smith, second to by Rev and Mrs. Watson. At the
The church supper April 26 was a
in 1932. But consumption is about
evening service a duet by H. C. Stan success notwithstanding the evening
Mrs. Herbert Patrick.
ers and friends of Mrs Harris will tair.ed Tuesday evening at the home
20 percent less.
Girl Scout meeting was held at ley and daughter.
was stormy. Several were present be present to welcome her
of Mr. and Mrs. Alden Hupper on
"Receipts of dressed poultry at thc
Mrs. Julia Currier and Miss Chrys from Belfast.
Union Church vestry Thursday
Hupper’s Island.
Four Markets during this threeFollowing the last regular meeting [
tal Stanley were Belfast visitors Fri
night.
Rev. John Holman is in WaterPhoto by Cract hint
PORT CLYDE
months period were about 8 perceni
of Rosewood Chapter, OES , a group |
Gettysburg Camp. Sons of Veter day afternoon of last week.
I ville, where he is conducting an
WAITING FOR CUSTOMERS
greater this year than last.
Earl Cogan, John De Winter, Fred evangelistic campaign.
Rev L. E. Watson's subject for Sun of ladies of the chapter organized a
ans, enjoyed a supper Tuesday night
IESE two old Indian poultry ven its dizzy climb through the Chas Chan
"Reports from commercial hatch- [
day morning at the Baptist Church club, which they named the H. H. Llnnell, and Frank Carr spent last
Mrs. EllLson Hart who has employ
dors of Quito, Ecuador, have tied
at Camp Merrie Macs.
valley, zig-zags tnrough canyons and
erk-s indicate a reduction of 17 per
the legs of their fowls together sogorges as it climbs higher and higher
Club, and chose these officers: Presi Thursday with Fred Waldo
ment in Thomaston spent the week
At the School street baseball will be "Unhearing Ears."
cent frem last year, for the country ' they will not run away while bargains past snow-capped volcanoes into the
Mr and Mrs. P. D Perry and Nor-! dent. Mrs. Leola Clement; vice presi- ■ Capt Samuel Watts has entered the end at home.
are being struck ur with prospective Andes Toward evening Riobamba is
ground Thursday afternoon the
as a whole, in numbers of chicks
customers
reached—two miles above sea-level.
Virgil Morse spent tlie weekend tn
man and ^farie Perry were visitors dent. Mrs Abbie Bryant; secretary. Sailors' Snug Harbor, Staten Island
High School defeated the locals.
hatched during January and Febru- ■
Quito is connected by a spectacular Here travellers make an overnight
Mrs. Mabel Cobb; treasurer, Mrs. Rena N. Y.
Montvllle.
•
last
Sunday
at
Clair
Harriman's
in
mountain ra.lroad with Guayaquil, the stop, resuming the trip next morning.
Housekeepers at Union Church
ary, and a reduction of 9 percent in
Gallop; executive committee, Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ward nf
sea-port, and is one of the most fasci
Quito, capital of Ecuador, is reached
Mrs George Page and Mr. and Mrs.
Belfasr.
Circle
Thursday
were
Hilma
Webster,
orders for March delivery or later.
nating places visited by travellers In the afternoon. Though located only
Alberta Greer, Mrs. Lilia Miller and Lynn and Cupt. Obed Andrews of i Donald Page and Mrs. Evie Hamilton
Austin Towle has bought a pair oi
Dora Boman. Edith Vinal and Sada
“While storage stocks cf eggs on , taking the fortnightly cruises from 16 miles from *he Equator, it is 9,900
Mrs Addie Templeton.
Glenmere were calling on friends In of Somerville, Mass., spent the week
New York and California which tour feet above sea-level, set amidst tow
horses of Ernest Howard
Robbins.
April 1 were considerably above hold
In the absence of the pastor, Rev this place Friday.
the West Coast countrier of South
ering mountains, and ita temperature
end with Mr and Mrs. Rodney Davis
ings on that date last year, yet they ' America.
Kenneth Pease of Warren has been O. G. Barnard, who is attending the
Capt. Edward Oreenleaf has re
is always cool Picturesque Indians
Mrs. Myrtle Taylor of Tenant's
Mrs. Lucy Marshall who passed the
Leaving
Guayaquil,
with
its
tropical
with their brilliantly colored ponchos,
did not reach the 1930 and 1931 April
turned from Boothbay, where he was the guest of hls cousin Norman Perry annual Maine Conference of the Haibor was guest of her parents Mr
harbor crowded with ships, sailboats, ancient cathedrals. pre-Inctn and
winter In Massachusetts has returned
1 figures, which averaged abcut
called by the death of hls sister Mrs
The Appleton Dramatic Club win I Methodist Episcopal Church, the pul and Mrs. Frank Marshall last week. ' heme.
canoes and native "balsas" or rafts
Incan ruins, woolly llamas—all com
woven of grass, the traveller next bine to make this city, said to be tbs
Lewis Gove.
3 000,000 cases.
present the four act western drama pit of Community Church will be oc
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Butler of
Mrs. Mildred May, Mrs. Betty
goes by steam-launch to Duran, where oldest on the American continent, a
“The feed market is sharply higher
The Butterflies will meet tonight at Hope Corner May 9. There will be cupied Sunday by Mrs. Regina Cash Clerk Island visited Mrs. Jennie Knowlton and Harrison MacAlman
ihe railroad Journey begins
fascinating place for the curio-hunter
with a better demand. The relation
Four hours en route the train starts unil photographer.
special features between the acts anu Harris, a former pastor. It is hoped Butler Sunday.
with Mrs. Maurice Leadbetter.
of Rockland were guests Sunday of
of feed costs to egg prices is unfavor
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Gray and dancing following the entertainment. that a good number of the panshion- The WiUing Workers were enter- Fred Waldo
able ln the East and lar West.
GROSS NECK
SOUTH WALDOBORO daughter Hazel have returned from
“Prices of chicken, eggs milk and
Edgartown, Mass
butter. March 15, were at the lowest
Mrs Alden Waltz has been ill anti, Mr. and Mrs Hamlin Scofield «er<
Charles Chilles was In Rockland
level, for the United States, for the attended by Dr Hahn of Friend- Rockland visitors Saturday.
Wednesday.
23 years for which farm prices are ’ ship
Hollis Pitcher has returned frotr
Hiram Green, Robert Arey and
available. Prices of fowl were some- i Albion Genthner returned to South Boston.
John Mathieson have been in Rock
what lower April 15 than on March Waldoboro Monday after spending a
Mis. Clarence Harding and mothej
— your car has to be big
15, while broiler prices improved week with Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Mrs. Cora Taylor of Auburndale land this week on jury duty.
Curtis Webster and Alfred Lawry
Genthner
slightly.”
Mass., came Saturday, Mrs. Hardin;
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Eugley and J returning the first of the week. Mrs have returned from Portland, where
enough so you can be comfortable in it
daughter
visited Mrs Eugley's par- Taylor is remaining for the summer they attended Masonic Grand Lodge.
NEW HARBOR
_____
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Stewart in
The pyramid tea Thursday evening
Mr ar.d Mrs. John Lawler of SouU
Miss Thelma Gilbert, R N , who has Bremen over last weekend,
Portland were recent guests of Mr at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
Pontiac—the Economy Straight Eight—has a wheelbase of 115 inches.
Smalley was in charge of Mrs. O V •
had employment at Pemaquid Falls,
E^lyn Flagg of Jefferson was and Mrs W. G. Wallace.
recently a visitor at Miss Ida WmStanley Wallace has moved hl: Drew, Mrs. Arthur Guilford, Mrs.
is at home.
‘ chenbach's.
Joseph Kittredge, Mrs. James Chris
family
into the Jesse Burns house.
Mrs. Carrie Gilbert and daughter
Mr and Mrs. Irvine Condon. Thomtie and Mr and Mrs. Smalley. There
Mr
Standish
and
family
have
ar
Jean have returned from Memorial.
were six tables, and refreshments
i
. __ aston were guests Sunday of Mr. and
rivtd
from
Connecticut
and
are
oc
— you have to have a
Hospital. Baby Jean is recovering
°
were served.
.
...
,
Mrs. Melvin Genthner
cupying
their
new
home
from bronchial pneumonia
Walter Stover of Boothbav spent
Gtorge Delano has employment a
Mrs. Guy Peaslee entertained the
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gifford, chil-;
weHtend wUh his gWer Mrs
big, powerful engine
the Cooney place.
Needlecraft Club at her home Wed
dren Geraldine and Marilyn and Miss
Eugley
Miss Eleanor Pottle of Friendship nesday evening.
Miss Eugenia
Arilyn Gilbert were in Round Pond
Daniel Halloran of Rockville. Conn , was guest of Mrs. Austin Winchen Carver was a guest.
Sunday and callers at Joseph Oit was recently guest at Alden Waltzs.
Pontiac s engine is a big 77-horsepower Straight Eight that gives you 78 real miles
bach last week.
The fire department was called out
lord’s.
Mrs. Irvine Genthner and three Jeese Bums -is in Newport, R. I. fo Thursday evening about 6.45 to the
per hour—with all the inherent smoothness that only a Straight Eight can have or give.
Carl Gifford and Linwood Hanna children of Broad Cove were last the summer.
home of Miss Gwendolyn Green on
were in Wiscasset Saturday and en weekend visitors with her parents Mr.
A B Little and Mrs. Jane Mallari East Main street. The story and a
joyed the ball game, Wiscasset vs. and Mrs fc. L. Eugley.
of Bristol were guests Sunday of Mi half wooden building would probably
Bristol, the score 8 to 7 In favor of
Dewey Winchenbach was in Dam and Mrs. G. T Palmer.
have been destroyed but for the
the Bristol team
ariscotta Tuesday.
Mrs. Everen Flanders was gues promptness and quick work of the
you have to have engine
Mr. and Mrs Olin Hoffses ana Sunday of her daughter Mrs. Orrii firemen. It is believed the fire
Dr Goudy was at Edward McFar
land's Sunday. Mr. McFarland who Freeman Winchenbach of Back Wallace at the Cove.
caught from burning grass. Consid
efficiency
has been ln 111 health the past six Cove were at Clarence Richards' last
Miss Freda Dalton and Miss Fran erable damage was done.
Saturday.
weeks Is now much improved.
ces Crowell of Lhe village were week
Mrs Ben Andrews was in Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley and end guests at A. J. Genthner's.
Mr. and Mrs. M. F McFarland ano
Wednesday to receive her certificate
Letters from people who have taken Pontiac's Economy Demonstration say that it
Callers at the home of Mr and Mn
son Stanton and Mrs Fred Dupllssey daughter spent Sunday in Boothof citizenship at the present term ot
W G Wallace Sunday were Mr. an
and daughter Marie spent Sunday in bay
gives
15 miles or more to the gallon of gasoline. That, plus the natural durability
Superior Court Her witnesses were
Mr and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbacn Mrs. Richard Hcwarth, Mr. and Mn
South Cushing with Mr and Mrs. Bert
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Mills.
of a Straight Eight engine, gives you real operating economy. Come *n for an
and daughter Eleanor were Rockland Arthur Skewes of Camden, Mrs. Sid
S. Geyer.
At
the
Rainbow
Club
progressive
visitors Mondayney Carter of Friendship, Mrs. Ralp:
Economy Demonstration.
George Simmons has been ill with
Mrs Eldora Oross visited Mrs. Mcrse of Waldoboro, Mrs. E. R. Bum dinner held recently, cocktails were
grippe and Dr. Goudy of Bristol Mills
Annie Stahl at Broad Cove, Tuesday Mrs. R. Delano, Mrs Nettie Drow served by Mrs. L. W. Lane and Mrs
In attendance.
Oeorge Strachan at the home of Mrs.
of last week.
and Mrs. O. T. Palmer.
Mr. and Mrs Edward Gifford and
Linwood Castner and Norman PoMr. and Mrs. Reginald Monaha Lane Soup was served by Mrs Scott
famlly and Mr and Mrs Walter Me- land of Mcdomak
a[ Harry
and two children were visitors at / Littlefield and Mrs. George Gray at
well, just look at it
Farland and family attended the,
the former’s home, fish by Mrs. Clin
Creamer's one day last week.
J. Genthner's Sunday evening.
movies in Damariscotta last Saturday
Supt. A. L. Shorey of Waldoboro re
Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin Scofield wer ton Teele and Mrs. Edward Oreen
night.
cently visited the school in this Sunday evening callers at Thoma leaf at Mrs. Teele's, and meat by
and you’ll see what Pontiac is
Mrs. Joseph Headley and Mrs.
Mrs. Kenneth Colby and daughter place.
Creamer's. Dutch Neck.
Oeorge Oeary at the home of Mrs.
Connie are spending two weeks in
Mr and Mrs. Fred Stahl, Mrs
Newcastle with Mr. and Mrs Albert Frances Stahl and Josephine Smith
Headley Dessert, served by Mrs
Pontiac shows the effects of a new finesse in styling that is making it one of the
CLARK ISLAND
Gordon.
Dewey Brown and Mrs. Albert Carver
of Broad Cove were guests Sunday
most talked about cars of the year.
Mrs. Martha Maker of Spruce at Mrs. Brown’s home, included a
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Holden of Ever of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Geele and
large
decorated
cake
ln
honor
of
the
I Head was guest of Mr. and Mrs.
ett, Mass., spent several days last family.
i William Davis and brother Albert birthday anniversaries of Muriel Lane
week at their cottage here
and Marion Headley, twins, and of
I last Wednesday.
EAST
FRIENDSHIP
Much sympathy is extended to Mr.
Jeanie
Gray.
, Joseph Pease and Dick Lowell of
and Mrs. Ralph York ln the loss ol.
—you have to have scientifically
• • • •
Mrs.
Sanford
Hyler
of
Thomaston
Thomaston
and
Myrtle
Flood
of
their infant son Clifton Wayne, age
was
weekend
guest
at
the
home
of
her
Rockland were guests of her parents
Alex Simpson
three months.
brother A. V Grafton.
iMr. and Mrs. Charles Wall last
designed and ruggedly built bodies and chassis
Word has been received in town ot
Norman Kelsey of Walpole has re
Mr and Mrs. Willis Havener and
the death of Alex Simpson, 69, which
cently had employment at Willis Gil children Austin, Russell and Beatrice, Wednesday night.
Miss Margaret MeKnight called on occurred April 23 in Aberdeen, Scot
bert's.
spent last Sunday at Owl's Head, Mrs. James Harrison Thursday
land at the home of hls sister Mrs
Pontiac's 4-door Sedan weighs 3265 pounds at the curb, and all closed cars have
Mr and Mrs George Gilbert were gueq-s at the home of George Wins
afternoon.
Alex Reid, with whom he had made
ln Waldoboro last Saturday.
low.
bodies by Fisher—and you know that means extra strength and safety. Fisher No
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Simmons and his home for the past eight ytars
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Waltz of Damari
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Fields and fam
daughter of Friendship are guests Mr. Simpson was a resident of Vinal
Draft Ventilation is a special feature in all closed models.
ily of Monhegan have been guests ot scotta were in town Tuesday.
of Mr. and Mi's. Hagbcrg and her haven about 35 years. He was mar
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fillmore the past
Miss Irene Morton of the village is
father Howard Clark who is making ried to Mary Vinal, who died about
week
guest at the home of A. W Morton,
his home with Mrs. Hagberg.
nine years ago. Mr. Simpson was a
Rupert Hanna of the Steamer Ber- Wadsworth Point.
Mrs. Joseph Baum celebrated her stone cuttqj by trade, He was a
wlndglen is visiting his mother Mrs
Miss Fern Benner of North Cushing
Only if you have Pontiac’s size and weight and
76th birthday anniversary April 23 member of Mosrs Webster Lodge.
Olive Hanna for an indefinite time.
was a guest of Beatrice Havener last
at her home with two large cakes, F *A M., also of Atlantic Royal Arch
MPORTANT
Mr. and Mrs Raymond Chadwick week Friday evening.
one with seven candles and the Chapter. He was of a genial disposi
and daughter of Monhegan spent a
Levi Burns of Back Cove spent the
engine
your car, can you expect to really
't may be cheaper for
other with six, which made it 76. tion and leaves many friends in this
week or ten days recently at their weekend at A L. Bums'.
you
to
buy
a
new
car
She had as guests Mr. and Mrs. town. .
cottage here.
Mrs. Florence Bums and children
now than to continue
get their benefits
of the car
Mrs. Ruth Poland who has employ and Mrs. Gladys Orff of Cushing spent Thomas Maker of Spruce Head, Mr.
-unning the old one.
and
Mrs.
Leland
DSinWwater
and
APPLETON MILLS
ment in Portland visited her mother last Saturday at Back Cove.
Mrs. Cleon.Hanna a few days last
The farm (formerly the John Geyer so.i, Mr. and Mrs. Gardner French
Mrs. Blanche Davidson thanxs
week.
place) at Wadsworth Point has been and son, Mr. and Mrs. Emery Niles,
Mr. and Mrs Ralph York of Pema sold to Isabelle Ellison of Massachu Mr. and Mrs. Steward Ames and her friends who provided her with
family, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Baum the telephone for the coming year.
quid Beach are passing several days setts.
with Mrs. York's parents, Mr and
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Lasko of ana family of Rockland, Albert Mills It was a pleasant surprise and
Mrs. W. D. Loud.
Magee Island spent the weekend at and son Douglas, James Baum and greatly appreciated.
daughter Muriel and son James,
Charles Sylvester spent last week their home here.
Miss Thelma Murphy of Portland
Mr and Mrs V. C. Cameron of Mrs .Henning Johnson and family, was a guest Sunday at the home of
end with hls family in Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Penniman of West Boothbay recently visited their Mrs. Victor Blomberg and daughters C. J. Ames.
Selma and Vera, Mrs. Elmer CarleMassachusetts were guests over last daughter Mrs. Austin Ome.
Mrs. Jethro Pease of Hope was a
The 4-H Club will meet Saturday son, daughter Alice May and son
weekend of C. B Meserve.
guest of her sister Mrs. Grace Brown
Carle. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Baum
Capt. Eddie Brackett has been Hi with Elsie Kraft.
Friday.
and family of South Thomaston,
from grippe.
Miss Ruth Mitchell was a week
Winnie Williams, Mrs. Leroy Jackson
WASHINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. L. E Bailey spent
end
guest of Mrs. A. L. Sprowl.
and
daughter
Dorothy.
All
enjoyed
Sunday with relatives in Wiscasset.
Mrs. Nellie O Crooker and daugh
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Proctor and
Mr. and Mrs. Dexter Smith of Ban ter recently motored to Cadillac a very nice time and hope she will
have many more birthdays. Mrs. children and Mr. and Mrs. Lyndon
gor who have been spending three Mountain and Bangor with friends.
weeks in Bermuda, were at their cot
Elaine Brown and friend from Milo Baum had all her family theie with Johnson motored to Massachusetts
TELEPHONE 1000
tage here for several days recently on wire guests at Frances Crooker’s over her except Mrs. Albert Mills, who is last week Wednesday to take Mr.
their way home.
111 in Fairfield Hospital.
the weekend.
Johnson to the Deaconess Hospital.
712 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
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Six

Probate Notices

ROCKPORT

In Everybody’s Column ; ippVANn rmncsI

Advertisements tn this column not to I • tvJVJiJ Alllz VOlVIVlJ .
STATE OE MAINE
exceed'three lines Inserted once for 25 | $
*
To all persons Interested In either of cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi- !!•*•*•*•*•*•*•*•*•*•*•*•*•*
the estates hereinafter named:
in n?Jnl.1i'"fn?Ve,h?pO.U
woTd,!
BABY CHIX. Wyllle's Strain S. C. Reds.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, 10 .cents for three times. Six words Onp qUanty_the Best. $10 per hundred.
ln and for the County of Knox, on the make a line.
F. H. WYLLIE <fc SON. Thomaston. Me.,
18th day of April ln the year of our
R 1 Phone Warren 10-6. ________ 52-tf
Lord one thousand nine hundred and ,
thirty-three and by adjournment from p
CHICKS Ior sale. Moving away from
day to day from the 18th day of said ♦
this community. Wlll sell during MBy.
April the following matters having been
chicks hatched ln February. March
presented for the action thereupon
AprU; three cows, a 13 month's old bull.
hereinafter Indicated lt Is hereby Or m —
ALEKSI RAITA. East Friendship. Me
— — — — — — — — — p ___________________________________
52*54
dered:
SUM of money In pocketbook lost be
That notice thereof be given to all per
WHEN you sre planning to sell your
sons Interested, by causing a copy of this tween Llale St. and postofllce. Reward chickens
and fowl, call PETER ED
53*55 WARDS Tel.
order to be published three weeks suc TEL. 770 .
806-J. Rockland.
52-tf
cessively ln The Courler-Oazette. a
YOUNO female English setter lost,
newspaper published at Rockland In
NATURAL ground sea shells are best
said County that they may appear at black and white. H. E. JACKSON. Ar.a i for poultry. Bv ton, $8 delivered Write
a Probate Court to be held at said Rock- mour & Co., or Tel. 1160-M
54-56 I AURED RAWLEY. Long Cove. Me.
kt" eight t?'c.octkh rn \he Vorenoon. and I
& tha'ni05Stl^ ' HATCHING TOGS. Eben Wood'. Wy-

Sunday services for thc Church oi J Miss Arlene Gray of Rockland is a
St. John Baptist will be: Choral Eu- i guest this week at the home of Mr.
charist 9 a. m.; church school at and Mrs. Douglass Bisbee.
10.30; Choral Evensong and address.
Mr and Mrs. John Wentworth and
— And The —
5.30 p. m. In keeping with the State son John of Vinalhaven are visiting
wide observance of Music Week, the Mr. and Mrs Ralph Wentworth for
subject of the address will be "The a few days.
Church and Its Relationship to the
Mrs. Christie Whitney entertained *i.++•>+++■!•*+
Music of the World." The music for Tuesday at a dinner party in honor
of West Rockport ordered 100 MclnAgricultural
all services is under the direction of of the 75th birthday anniversary ot
At a recent judging demonstration toshes in the Farm Bureau pool this
Miss Alcada Hall who is also chair Mrs. M. A. Whitney. The afTalr was
year.
man of Music Week observance for planned as a surprise to the guest of cf the boys' 4-H Club in Damariscotta,
• • • •
this district. Miss Phyllis Belasco honor and was successfully carried Elbridge Genthner won first place by
All men who applied sulphonated
will assist the choir by playing a vio out. Two decorated birthday cakes placing the four birds correctly and
oil to prevent mic? and rabbit Injury
be beard therein if they see cau«.
“'‘^of^id l^k
. S&ic.te ! ™d°‘^ ‘d“r k^ownV°p' HmI'.
lin solo.
adorned the table. Included among giving best reasons for placing them report 100r; control. Those who used
JAMES LOGAN, late of Worcester.! jn accordance with the provision of the C|tv
52*54
Sophia, daughter of Mr. and Mrs thc guests was Mrs. Nancy J Trlbou,
Mass , deceased
Exemplified copy of | state law SECURITY TRU8T CO By I
*------------------------------------------Previous to the demonstration county the material were P. M. Payson and
Will
and
Probate
thereof,
together
with
ELMER
C.
DAVIS.
Treas
Rockland. Me
8. C. R. I Red chicks three years state
Stanley Prankowski, celebrated her who for many years was a school
a Petition for Probate of Foreign Will,
51-S-57 accredited, price according to number.
agent Wentworth explained the points A p Allen- H<**; Robert Nutt. West
nth birthday recently at her home on teachfr ,n tQwn
asking that the copy of said Will may ----------------------------------------------------------- ' Chickens sre now the farmer's best bet.
NOTICE ls hereby given of the Eggs for hatching Write for prices. E.
be allowed, filed and recorded In the
Old County road. Her guests were a pupll ,n thp £Chool thc flrst term in judging hens. Three other club Rcckport. Tws thousand trees were
Probate Court of Knox County, and that loss of deposit book numbered 11120 and c. TEAGUE, Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42.
voungrters placed the birds correct j
fal1 Information on pre___________ . 52-tf
letters Testamentary be Issued to Ed the owner of said book asks for dupllMr and Mrs Joseph Evansky. Misses Qf her tcach)ng Qthcr guests wwe
with the provision
win O Norman and Donald B Logan, cate ln accordance
Charlotte Waltz. Wcndail and Russell Parlre 'his material can be obtained
t-w
BIVXI sain s.v I SIEB'S OVERSIZE
CHICKS
grow
Jennie. Prances, Elizabeth and Rose
Annlp Dcanc
Mlnetta ~
......... —
„
from Countv Agent Wentworth
________________
both
of Worcester.______
Mass . without bond of the State. Edward
Rf* HHHerD TrCas ! lar«er mature quicker, lay better All
EMMA P FROHOCK. late of Rock-1
BANK Edward J Helller. Treas , purpbred Honan Tested. Per 100 preThem wet organizations sez the way
Evansky. Mr and Mrs Charles Heino. Pau, Mrj j
hine Wa„ and M„ Holmes. Thelr reasons were not as ;
land, deceased
Will and Petition for Rockland. Maine. April 29. 1933.
paid Wh.. Bull. Brown Leghorns. AnCharles Heino, Jr.. Anna Heino, Helmi whltney
complete as those
of Elbridge.
....
With the Homes
t0 folve the llcker Pr°blUn U UllOU«!l Probate thereof, asking that the same I
’
51 •8-57 conas $5 50. Brd.. Wh . Buff Rocks. S. C.
may be proved and allowed and that
Reds.
Wh Wyand . Wh Buff Orps_.
and Esther Johnson. Ice cream and1
„ . .
., ,
- cdjlcatloii, but I don't see none of ’em Letters Testamentary Issue to. William
_
.
Mrs. Albert Larson is ill at her
, $5 75: Wh. * Black Minot*-as. R C.
Edward Ames of Union and Harold
Rockland Farm Bureau is
serve a
cake were served. Sophia received
_
D Talbot, of Rorkland he being the, ,
t | Reds. S L Wyand $6 00: Hvy. Ass t.
...
home on Beauchamp street.
Allen of Camden are going to do some I Public supper at the Mountain View ctoin'
what
«« 60111 teachin Executor named ln said Wlll. without
I I $5 00; Lt Ass td $4 50 Add 25c on orders
many nice gifts.
’ lesa than 100
Prompt delivery guarThere will be a meeting of the
Regular meeting of Harbor Light pasture improvement work this year. hall. Wednesday. May 17 from 6 to 7 people to drink less hain't nothin' but >>ond
I
|
anteed. SIEB'S HATCHERY. 325 Llnlate of Rockdaylight. Dandelion greens and cold boloney.
land^d^il^-cf PERRY,
coin. III.
_____________ 54*lt
Will and Petition for
Thomaston Board of Trade Wednes- Chapter was held Tuesday evening, i
. . . .
Probate thereof. asking that the same
THREE men wanted for aalea work
-MORE FOR I .ESS" special Chicken
day at 7.30 p m. in the selectmen's Worthy Matron Marie Bisbee and 1 Orchardists of Hope recently made meat will be on the menu for 25 cents
They know as well as anybody mav be proved and allowed and that In Knox County: also good opening for values for this month: Week Old Started
rooms in Watts hall.
Secretary Orra Burns were chosen 20 barrels of liquid lime sulphur to Free social and card playing will fur that cdjucati’r. is important an’ is Letters Testamentary Isaue to Edward crew manager with flve passenger car chicks. Rocks. Reds. Leghorns, and AnC. Payson of Rockland, he being the Wrlte H care this ofllce
53*55 conas. 10c each. Two weeks old 12c each.
Mrs. Truman Sawyer has received
to the Grand Chapter ses- j use in spraying their apple trees this nish entertainment for the evenin’
Executor named ln said Will, without
WANTED—To hire small farm with P"5„,1O1nd. f?rlLkSi0u00oroereUfo?r1oOUor
bein done, an' they know tliat when bond.
The
supper
commute?
comprises
Mr.
wood for home use. for one year from 8™*“ „^p^d dlre^' to your address by
from the State director of the W. C sion
Portland. Plans were made , year. The material was made a<
P FREEMAN otherwise known
T. U. the rank of essays submitted by jfor a covered dish supper to precede True's canning factory*. Howard Coose Irer.o Levenseller, Mrs. Eunice T. you're edjicatin' you must prohibit asOUE
!S I pwrc^l poit prepaid on receipt of Cash or
OLIE M FREEMAN, late of Rock
p ° ®^ter We hBve wveral thousand
Mcrse ar.d Mrs. Frances Farrand.
so that your edjueation will have a land. deceased Will and Petition for mu,drt?iutin flrsT uttw ^tddro^, J T ,or ‘mmrdiate delivery dally at our warepupils in the seventh and eighth lhe next meeting, with Mrs. Erlene and E N. Hobhs in charge.
Probate thereof, asking that the same
•
•
•
•
R 3dBo« 57
Vlflie ANdlI
54*56 hou’e
No llnf of bu,ln”" hk*
chance to take effect. Ye don't edjl- mav be proved and allowed and that R.
grades of the Thomaston schools, on Davis as chairman.
3, Box 57. Parry Village, N M.
54 56 w)thstood the depression like the poulLetters Testamentary Issue to William
Miss Estelle Nason, State home
At the executive board meeting of
the subject given out by the director
Mrs. Josephine Collamore returned
catc a man by temptin' him ail th- A. Freeman of Cranberry Isles, he being TAXI DRIVER wanted. Applyln per- 1 try business. Our "Just Right" Chick
53-tI Starter containing Oxide Iron. Yeast,
the Executor named ln said Will, with son C. P HARVEY. 23 Park 8t.
of the National W C.T.U . "How total Wednesday from Community Hospi- the Knox-Lincoln County Farm Bu demonstration agent leader, is in the time. do ye?
Cod Liver Oil will grow them to
out bond
WANTED to lease, modern furnished and
broiler size In less than eight weeks and
abstinence is a help to athletics, tai where she has been a patient the reau in Damariscotta, it was voted to county today. She is visiting with
Copyright, 1933. by O. J McClure
EUEN DUNCAN, late of Rorkland. de house, of 12 or more rooms, good con-1 ]into heavy layers at four and a half
Mfes Lawrence the kitchens of Mrs
___
Will and Petition for Probate
dltlon Rural district preferred Write months You can beat the depreaslon
ceased
Sixteen papers were presented. Thc Past four weeks.
held an auto tour during thc summer. Hattie Hausen in Whitefield and Mts
therwt wung that the same may b<;
ROBERT C. FOSS. Warren. Ma &2>M
^nitr7Uon The 7a"rm 071x7^
rank assigned to the winners was
Tlie Trytohelp Club will meet
proved and allowed and that Letters oi
experienced young woman would lot In the city. See these Chicks today
NORTH HAVEN
! The following were appointed as a Saiah Sleeper at Camden. These twe
Administration
vltn
the
Will
Annexed
cleaning
or
housework
by
day
or
I
In
our
Electric Brooders. These StarMarian Pelt. No. 1, Russell Young. No Monday evening at the home of Mrs
be issued to Isabel Hu^J of Rockland, or wpek tel. 1199-W
53*55, line Electric Brooders are priced at $9 65
' committee to make arrangements: kitchens are being remodeled under
2, Cleora Condon. No 3 Genevieve Lena Tominski.
some
other
suitable
person,
with
bond
ftOIRL
wants
niece
"as
each
and
can
kept ln the parIor
Owing to conditions in general, and
late of Rockland.
iVJtvsmw*
<*s cleanliness ls concerned. We carry
Bradley received honorable mention
Pe' O- P Currier. Mrs. Ella Over- > Vellis Weaver. Waldoboro; Lon Jew- plans suggested by thc Extension the bank situation in particular, busi-! deceased willWISE,
at Poultry. Dairy, and Barn
and Petition for Pro5*lp,ru v £?0, i«LBHT0?iE« &
Service.
bate thereof, asking that the same may
Waldoboro. Me . box iao.
oj-aa Equipment If you want healthy, hardy,
Of thc essays submitted, the State di- lock and Mrs. Mildred Rhodes from 1 ett. Head Tide and Mrs. Sidney
ness at North Haven, as elsewhere in be proved and allowed, and that Let- I A YOUNO woman with ten-year-old strong Chicks on thc "MORE FOR LESS"
• • • •
rector writes: "They were so fine anc the lc?al Baptist Church attended the ' Evans. Wiscasset. Plans were also
ters of Administration with
the Will son
wishes position as housekeeper. , Plan. Higher Quality for Less Money.
Mrs. Georgia Brownell. Hope, says Maine, is very much at a standstill.
Annexed be Issued to Fred CBlack, of
Rockland or elsewhere Is reliable and order today. Wholesale and Retail Dlspithy it was hard to decide definite- meeting of the Linctln Baptist As- made for thc annual meeting in OcC.
S
Staples
was
in
Rockland
Rockland or some other suitable per- ; goodhousekeeper
Address ’ MRS M
trlbutors In Southern Maine for the
that
her
three
girls
and
son
have
not
ly." Mrs Sawyer adds, "The penman- scclation Friday at Morrill.
! tober and this committee was apson. with bond
A." care The Courler-Gaaette.
52*54 ! famoua Elmore Feeds. Lehigh Cement.
mtrsed a day of school this year and Thursday on business in connection
B8TATE kate s green late of POSITION aa chef or order cook want- fertilizers and land lime. STOVERS
ship and language were an improveMrs. Sorhia Currier returned Pri- pointed: Henry Keller. West Rockthey walk half a mile each day. She **lth the Security Trust Co. The trip south Thomaston deceased
Petltlon
Best of references. H T. PERRY, CASH ORAIN STORES DISTRIBUTORS
ment on others hitherto submitted. "
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8trou$
Alfred
M.
Btrout
The
usual
Sunday
services
at
the
Oardner.^Jr..,
of^Rocktend,
was
ln thc St Jame9 cemetery. Erin street. Donohue of Atlantic. N J.. Mrs. Frank
without bond
for Estimates
Tel. 122-2.
52-tf ern. newly renovated, six rooms, $20.
Insurance ln all Its branches
I Baptist Church will be conducted by STEPHEN COLSON, late of Vinal
Call ALBERT PETERSON at FullerMiss Donohue was a daughter ol Dooley of Arlington, Mass., Miss
Cobb-Davls.
46-tf
haven. deceased. April 25. 1933. Frank
Notary Public j Rev. George F. Currier with prcach- M.
John Donohue of Kinsale. Ireland, and Anna Donohue of Boston, Mrs. Eliza- Probate Bonds
Colson of Vinalhaven. was appointed
AVAILABLE for rent four desirable
V* 'BuyA Home
tenements. Main.* Grove. Grace. Court
XReadtheCUSIHS
Vlnal Building. Phone W«
I
•'’* ■
iU,(l Sunday .-chool Exr.. without bond.
Mary iFaliey) Donohue of Thoma belli I.ihl>y of Ellsworth, and a hrother
Attest r
Sts. ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb110 MAIN ST. TUOMASTON, ME.iat 3
1
J
lon. She was born al Hurricane Isie|john Donohue of Springvale
Davis.
«-«,
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.

With the Extension Agents
Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau
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Mr. and Mrs John Robinson and
Mrs. Martha Burgess who have been
spending the winter ln the Moffitt
house, Broadway, have returned to
their home in Warren.

elways. You feel after such beauty, Roosevelt shook hands with some
you'll not ever be quite the same tv,o thousand that day!
The marriage of Laura Marie Aalto Down In the National Capi again. Then too, there are the wil
“The Congressional Club which is
of Quincy, Mass., and Arthur Erick
lows, weeping willows, that follow the composed of the wives, mothers, and
tal — Mrs. Moran Gives
Potomac river. Their lacey hanging (laughters of Senators and Represen
Harjula of Thomaston was solemn
Her Impressions
branches are stirred by every passing tatives, is this week having Its silver
ized by Rev. Mr. Sundelln of the
The clubhouse is
breeze. The cherry blossoms come anniversary.
Finnish Oongregational Church of
A charming letter from Mrs. Irene and go but the willows remain—sturdy situated on New Hampshire avenue
Quincy, April 29, at 8 oclock In the j »40r,,n Wlfe of Representative E. C. , sentinels of the Potomac
t and i; an imposing stone structure.
evening. The ceremony took place at Moran Jr., now in Washington, find.“But enough of the beauty of the Inside It is exquisitely furnished. The
the home of the bride, the double ring a ready place in these columns, cer city Itself—this great city with its j lower floor has three spacious rooms
service being used. The bride was tain to have many interested readers: white buildings. Its many trees, Its • arid a library. The winding stairs
“Cherry blossom time has come to lovely parks, and its broad streets, lead to a circular room where general
charming ln a dress of white satin
Washington. Blooms of delicate lea The House and Senate member.-: are | meetings are held. To this clubhouse
and lace, her veil caught up with or thery pink line thc Tiaal Basin. busy as they have never boen before i the founders wlll come on Friday to
ange blossoms, and she carried white Little boats may be seen plying I The President with lightning rapidity [ celebrate Founders'Day. Mrs. Rooseroses and lilies of the valley. The around the basin and people strolling 1 sends along a new bill as fast as the I velt will be present. Mrs. Gamer will
maid of honor, Miss Ailie Aalto, was about surrounding walks. Branches previous one under consideration has ! introduse thc speakers at the breokdressed tn Eleanor blue and her bou of cherry blooms bend to thc water and ! been passed The executive offices at j fast and Mrs. Rainey, the wife of the
quet was American Beauty roses. The the graceful curves arc just one mass j the White House arc thc scene of even Speaker of the House, will tell of the
flower girl was little Edith Elo, who of beauty. Artists with easel, canvas ' greater activity. President Roosevelt , first clubhouse in olden times.
made a pretty picture gowned in blue and palette may be seen painting at | remains smiling, unruffled, e iger and
“The Easter egg rolling was held
with a bouquet of sweet peas. The intervals, vainly trying to catch Just: icady to tackle the next thirfe which } again this year at the White House
wedding march was played by Miss j the right tones and colors. Tlie is before him. Mrs. Roosevelt man- 1 grounds, led by "Sistie" Dali, grandHelen Riihimaki. The groom was at- J beauty of lt all leaves you quite ages to write, make speeches, ineci daughter of the President. Early in
tended by William Harjula as best breathless, es tf such loveliness mighi her social obligations and eniterta'in ■ the morning small persons began arman, and the Ibridc was given away t vanish any moment.
the MacDonalds, Monsieur Herriot. riving with baskets of eggs, bunnies
"Tall ar.d white Washington Monu and ethers.
and Easter chickens. No child ls reby her father.
• • • •
fused admittance, provided he is acA huge wedding cake was cut hy the ment towers ir. the distance and a
"An amusing incident occuned at ccmpanicd by an adult. Some take a
bride and served with ice cream ana certain points the dome of the Capiconfections.
1 tol may be seen. Still at another the D.A.R. White House reception. J picnic basket and remain all day. BeThe bride is a daughter of Herman angle you glimpse the Lmcoln Memo An old lady who had waited a lon? fore nightfall the grounds cf thc ok!
Aalto of Quincy. She is a graduate of rial and Its beautiful reflecting pool time in line, finally filed through the house are literally alive with small
Quincy High School and Burdett1 Also in Potomac Park are gorgeous halls, up thc stairs, and throujii thc figures clutching their baskets, their
Business College and has been em magnolia trees in full bloom, their State dining room into the Blue Eoom bright eager faces betraying thelr
ployed as bookkeeper in the office of huge pink blossoms covering their where Mrs. Roosevelt and Mrs. f lagan plcaourc that they have been the guest
Trefrey and Patrldge in Boston. The leafless branches and giving off thelr were receiving. She confided to her cf the President and the First Ladyl”
groom is son of Mrs. Ida Harjula and heavy sweet perfume. Big clumps of companion after shaking hands with
the late Erick Harjula of Thomaston forsythia shedding a golden bloom the First Lady: 'I declare I was never
If cutting down your automobile in
He is a graefuate of Bliss Business lend beauty to the wide rolling green so disappointed In all my life: she surance is of interest to you, phone
never said anything but how-do-you- 1060-J; Maurira F. Lovejoy, Masonic
College of -Lewiston and the Curtiss lawns.
<
"The: ? arc things to be remembered do and I'm so glad to sec you!' iMrs Temple, Rex’kland.
Flying School. Rockland. Hc is a
27-8-tf
member of the Masonic Lodge and
the Eastern Star and has served as
selectman in South Thomaston. For
the past two years he has managed
the estate of his father.
There were around 60 guests pres
ent at the wedding, among whom were
Mrs Ida Harjula. Esther, Ida E. ana
William Harjula, Mrs. Fred Ander
son, Mr and Mrs. Toiva Johnson. Mr
and Mrs. Elmer Nelsen and daughter
Eleanor, all of Thomaston; Mrs. Ed
win Stein of Long Cove; Mrs. William
H Duley of Bath; and relatives ana
friends from Massachusetts and Con
necticut.
The young couple were the recipi-1
ents of many gifts of sliver, linen. I
and other useful articles.
At a late hour the newlyweds lett
fdr parts unknown, starting shortly
on a honeymoon trip to Finland, also
traveling through Paris and into Ger- '
many.
HARJULA-AALTO

At The High School
(By the Pupils)

"The year's at the spring
Miss Elizabeth Philbrook of Brook
And day's at the morn;
Morning's at seven . . ."
line, Mass., freshman class, Univer
And how true the very last line U
In addition to personal notes regard-1 The Hill and Dale Club gav- a sity of Maine, ls making a weekend
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart-1
. __
,
.
'
ment especially desires information of | party Thu-sdey evening at the home visit with her grandparents. Mr. and with our school with this daylight
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc el Mi. and Mrs. A. J. Murray, with Mrs. W. O. PulSh-.
saving time!
Notes sent by mail or telephone will be
....
gladly received.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Laton Jackson, who
Making
his
second
appearance at
TELEPHONE .................................... 77# or 794 leave this week for Watervillle, as
Mrs. C. W. Harraden (Cora John
henor guests. Others present were son formerly of Rockland) of Sche school this year, Homer Grimes, this
Dr. and Mrs. Scarlott motored to Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Marston. Mr. nectady, N. Y., has been ln thV city time accompanied by Carl Fred
Kent's HUI Thursday, accompanied by and Mrs. C. Alton Palmer, Supt. and
far a few days calling on friends and rickson, again delighted the stu
Mrs. I. B. Scarlott who had been Mrs. E. L. Toner, Mr. and Mrs. Kenrelatives. She was accompanied by dents with his jokes and songs at
On ineir
thelr rere , neth Spear Mr and
thelr guest for 10 days, un
R s sher.
hcr sister, Mrs. Lillian Kdder of York this week's assembly.
turn they were accompanied by Miss man and Mr
Mrs John M
Seating himself at the piano, Mr.
Beach. Mrs. Harraden whose hus
Pauline Scarlott who Is now visiting pcmcroy
Orimes explained the origin of the
band
Is
an
electrical
engineer
oper

them.
j
"
_____
ates three gift said candy stores In negro spirituals, and then he and
The annual meeting of thc Unlver- Schenectady and vicinity In addition hls companion sang several which
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday !
women's Association takes to managing a candy factory, and were enthusiastically applauded by
evening with Mrs. H. P. Blodgett.
the audience. Mr. Grimes closed
place Wednesday afternoon at 4.30.
has become very successful.
the assembly with a short, serious
Mrs. Lina Carroll entertained thc
Mr. and Mrs. Warren C. Noyes gave
Word of the sudden death of Mrs. talk in which he urged every boy
"Pro-perity Club" Wednesday eve a lobster dinner Thursday evening at
A.
C. White which occurred yester and girl to place his faith in God.
ning at bridge. Honors were taken thelr cottage at Holiday Beach with
• • • •
day
in Pittsburg, brought sadness to
by Mrs. LUtian Cotton and Miss Vir , Capt. and Mrs. Fred Packard of OalMrs. Carrillo's junior English
the
many
friends
she
had
formed
ginia Post.
; veston, Texas, as honor guests.
• during frequent visits with her daugh classes had their weekly debate Frlter, Mrs. Ralph C. Wentworth, of this ! day.
Mrs. A. L. Vose who has been the
Mrs. Carrie Burpee Shaw. Mrs. clty. 3h<,
her
' In the fourth period. Ruth Ward.
guest of her daughter in Arlington Winifred Shaw Fales and William P. health
lR Viola Anderson and Eleanor Tib
returned Tuesday.
Burpee have arrived from East , her slwp
remains
betts as the affirmative and Tony
Orange. N. J., and will make their ; diately crenMrted
taken
1 Accardi, Vincent Pellicane and
Miss Ervllla Stoddard who has been permanent home at their residence |lur,hllK
k. Bruno Mazzeo as the negative despending the week with her parents, on Park street.
Mr .and Mrs. E .E. Stoddard, leaves
a long period in Orono where her M a steP toward Ottering Interna today for Boston from where she
Mrs. Horry W. French was hostess huPband Rev A C White held a 'tional feelinB. the nations ©! the
continues by auto with friends to to the Tango Club Thursday evening, I
Survivors
five
world should adopt free trade. The
Easthampton, Mass., where she with bridge honors going to Orrin F | A c vvhJte oi Springfield. Merritt O affirmative won. Eleanor Tibbetts
teaches in thc high school.
Smith. Mrs. L. F. Chase. H. W. White of Braintree, Mass., R. O, aa5 Judged the best speaker.
Thorndike and Mrs. French. Mrs.
Period five class, with Donald
White of Cincinnati, Lieut. Walter
Mrs. Frank Marsh entertained at Clara Crockett was a special guest.
White of San Antonio. Lieut. Horace Lewis and Walter Barstow as nega
sewing Tuesday evening.
White of Boston; and three daugh- tive speakers and Burr Atwood and
Albert T. Gould of Waban, Mass.,
* ters—Mrs. Edwards of Pittsburg, now Maurice Rackliff as affirmative de
Mrs. Ella Burpee has opened hcr
joins Mrs. Gould in Thomaston for
tiome on Limerosk street after spend
abroad. Mbs Corinne White of Bos bated the question: Resolved. That
the weekend.
ing the winter with relatives in Mal
ton and Mrs. Wentworth; also by twe the 30-hour week would benefit
American labor. The negative side
den, Mass.
Rev. and Mrs. George H. Welch en brothers, T. 8 Welch erf New York
" and Merritt Welch of Norway; and j won- the best speaker being Donald
tertained at supper Thursday, their
Miss Letitia Creighton leaves teguests
being Mr. and Mrs. Georg- L one sister, Miss Alice Welch of New Lewismorrow for Ridgefield. Conn., where
York.
Supt. Toner made the fourth
St. Clair, Mr and Mrs. J. A. Burpee
she will resume her duties at the
period
Civics class very Interesting
and Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard.
Rainbow Tea House. She has been
Miss Avis Lovejoy who has been 111 Thursday when he talked on "The
.•hewn many social attentions during
Mrs. A. W. Foss and Mrs. W. W for twe weeks Is much improved and Relation of Forest Conservation to
U:e past week and the final onc will Spear gave a tea yesterday at the ■ cxPwts to return to school Monday. Water Conservation." He speaks
------, with some authority on the subject.
take piace tonight at the home of Mr. Foss home, in honor of Mrs. E. D I
and Mrs. W. B. D. Gray, in Thomas Spear who has recently returned | Nathan F. Farwell gave a supper . as he had studied it in college. He
ton, ior supper and cards.
from a winter in England. The tabk I Par'y Thursday at his Orff's Corner also suggested a question for th®
was very attractive, laid with a green I home, honoring Miss Letitia Creigh- class debate on Frffiay.
Miss Hazel Marshall ts ill at hcr
iloth and spring flowers were much 1 'on- w^° goes tomorrow to Ridgehome on North Main street.
in evidence. Mrs. Mary Wiggin Spear held. Conn. Other guests were Mr
The Rockland High School track
poured.
'
Mrs. Ensign Otis of Rockland, team opens its season today. The
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Southard who
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Piercy of Dainar- orange and black cluster ls facing
have been visiting Dr. and Mrs. Ben
A public card party will be held at tscotta. and Mrs. Albert T. Oould of i a strong Morse High School team
nett Speer in Scarsdale, N. Y. and Mr.
the heme cf Mrs. Clara Curtis, 42 Waban. Mass and Thomaston.
with only three letter men from las:
anc Mrs. Frank Taylor in Winthrop,
Brewster street. Monday night., under
year's squad. Until the team meets I =^=====
Mass., return today. They will be ac
the auspices of Edwin Libby Relief
Edward Walker of Portland was the with competition it will remain an average of 85 per cent in their studies
companied by Mrs. E. J. Southard
to enter 12 colleges of standing.
Corps. Play will begin at 8.
guest
of his cousin Miss Caroline unknown quantity.
who has been with her daughter Mrs.
such
as Bowdoin, Bates. Colby. AmLittlefield, Wednesday.
j
....
Taylor, for the winter.
At the monthly meeting of the
_____
The seniors walked away with herit and Tufts.
• • • •
BPW Club Thursdiy evening at the
Mrs. Rodney Brasier and Mrs L the boys' interclass track meet last
Miss Elizabeth Hagar who has
home of Mrs. Exxy Perry. Miss Ethel N. Benner entertained
Office
secretaries
for the past two
.....
........
_
________
_________
___
____
Saturday,
leaving
the
other
classes
at cards
been ill ls recovering satisfactorily
and expects to resume her teaching Payson' chairman, Mrs. Emma Car- Tuesday evening at Mrs Brasler's I far in the rear. You're wondering, weeks have been Dorothy King and
duties in the junior high school I VeT and Mrs Julia shattuck werc 1 home in Thomaston, with Mr. and perchance, why the seniors won so Margery Philbrook.
Monday
appointed on the nominating com- j
H
jackBon as honor easily; the secret was. "spirit”: a
* * '
mlttee. It was deemed advisable
to guests. Those present were Mr. and ' large squa3 turned out and took all
The Student Council has finally
. —
—
Opportunity Class met Wednesday omit the weekly caret parties for i Mrs. Murray Whalen of Rockland, ] but two first places. But where decided not to award sweaters to
evening. It was voted to change the time.
Mr. and Mrs. B L. Grafton. Mr. and were the juniors? Dick Thomas was the seniors who have won letters in
meetings henceforth to Thursday1
Mrs Maynard Brasier, Mr. and Mrs the only junior entrant and he athletics. This move is expected to
Tho Crescent Beach Assembly ______ _
evenings, to take piace on the flirt
Rodney Brasier and Mr. and Mrs managed to line up 12 points for his save nearly tlO which is to be used
Thursday of each month. Amission- Thursday night at the Gonia cottage ,
f
class. He deserves a big hand. to pay the tracks and part of th®
ary collection was taken The pro- Crescent Beach, had 20 couples in at- j
Much encouraging material has baseball expenses for this year.
gram in charge of Mrs. Florence tendance' *ho dipped the light fanThe Universalist Mission Circle turned up, for future use, in track
Keach and Mrs Lucille Saunders aftlc to 'Jie. d5ll^‘1,<Ul
°f
' meets Wednesday at the vestry, with f this spring,
Friday morning. Irene Billado.
Isabel Choate. Margery Jackson and
folded vocal selections by Mrs. Lillian I
JILT luncheon at 12.30, the housekeepers
Joyce, and readings by Mrs. Lillian several novelty dances, and refresh- , ,0 be Mrs. Lillian McRae. Mrs U. G.
Rockland High has once more had Matilda Leo gave interesting talks
Judkins. Mrs. Evelyn Crockett and j ments were served at intermission :
Its "college entrance certificate" re- before thc Business English class,
The hosts were Mr and Mrs R. EJ Blrd' Mrs E L Hewetl dMrs', npwprtfor anolhpr follr
Miss Alice McIntosh.
Hite on Secret Service work, and how onc
Bites and Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee W R StcwartResponse to roll call “'’ed 'or
fourycars
Thor-for the assembly of next ■mure- wU1 ** bascd on "Pcacc " A mit= j prlvlIcgc enables graduates with might enter that work.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Stone are to
• • • •
spend the weekend with Mr. and dav wiU be Mr. and Mrs. G. L. St. ' box P^am and playlet "Thc AniA Mothers Daylprogram was pre
Clair and Mayor and Mrs. C. M. Rich- : mated Greenbacks" will be preseniMON.-TUES
Mrs. Clinton J. Stone in Cornish.
sented by Miss Hughes' 7-3 division.
ardson.
' e<f by members of the circle.
Wednesday morning. The opening
Mrs. Fred Achorn, Mrs. Helen An
i exercises were led by Harriet RichMrs.
Angelica
Glover,
president
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
M
Moody
werc
derson of Thomaston and Mrs j
ard:an.
The program included
Lucius York won honors at the card hosts to the Friday Night Club for the Methebesec Club, has appointed
these
numbers:
Reading. "Mother,”
these
committees:
Program
—
literary
party Wednesday afternoon under supper and cards.
Fred Blackman; song. Mrs. Kelsey;
division.
Miss
Caroline
Jameson.
Mrs.
thc auspices of the Auxiliary cf Sons
(The Mother's Exchange, Barbara
The annual open meeting of Lenora Cooper and Mrs. Orissa Mer
of Union Veterans, with Mrs. Mac
Griffin and Virginia Haskell; solo,
Reed as Yiostcss. Housekeepers for Junior Harmony Club takes place ritt; music division, Mrs. Irene
Orace Grant; recitation. Paul Bar
Tues,day
evening
at
thc
Universalisi
Walker. Mrs. Gladys Morgan. Miss
thc circle supper were Mrs. Velma
ton; exercise. Mother's Helpers,
vestry.
It
will
be
open
to
thc
public
Mabel
Holbrook.
Mrs.
Eva
Wisner
Marsh and Mrs. Mary Jordan. At
Winifred Dimick, Maly Dodge. Lois
the evening meeting an observance of at a small admission fee to cover and Mrs. Vivian Hewett; social di
Lawry, Beulah Chelin. Helen Toth
Mother's Day was made by appropri thc evening's expenses. A program vision. Mrs. Annie 8tevens, Mrs.
[ and Priscilla Lovejoy; harmonica
ate quotations. The annual inspec will be presented under the direction Clara Thurston, Mrs. Hester Chase.
solo, Hester Hatch; "Mottoes About
tion takes place at the next meet of Mrs. Leola Flint Noyes, counsellor Mrs. Orace Rollins. Mrs. Orace
Mothers." Vinton Beal. Vclzora
Teachers presenting pupils are asked Daniels. Miss Lucy Rhodes; Ways
ing. May 17.
| Hickman. Nancy Snow. Frances
to communicate with Mrs. Noyes and Means committee. Miss Ellen
There will be chorus rehearsal of promptly.
: Marsh, Elizabeth Hammond. Evelyn
Daly. Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, Mrs.
tREATEST STAR'
the Rubinstein Club Monday evening
(Bragg. Paul Barton, Woodrow AnEtta Stoddard, Mrs. Jane Beach.
MERGER IF 1933
Walter W Morse and bride were Miss Madlene Rogers, Mrs. Ruth
at 7 o'clock at the Universalist vestry
i derson. Robert Saunders and Stan
— in this exciting story of
to work on numbers to be presented in the city Thursday having re Palmer. Mrs. Nettie Perry and Mr.s.
ley Farnham; song. “Mother," Pris
two brothers who shared
in thc exchange program with Lea turned from their honeymoon trip to Bernice Havener; benevolences. Mrs.
cilla Lovejoy, Eleanor Barnard.
the dangera-onrf thc hints
Camarades Musicaux in Bath May 11 Havana. They are to reside at 124 Minnie Rogers, Mrs. Suella Sheldon.
Nancy Snow, Winifred Dimick. Bar
—of a daring girl flier!
There will be 19 members in the Oakdale street, Portland.
bara Johnson. Viola Conary and
Miss Edith Bicknell; hospitality..
« I C H A R f>
chorus, and under Miss Adelaide E
Mary Dodge; harmonica solo. Eliza
Mrs. Ava Jackson, Miss Caroline
Mrs .Beulah Larrabee gave a
Cross' direction rehearsals arc shap
beth
White; recitation. Bernard
Stanley. Mrs. Emma Shaw. Mrs
bridge luncheon Wednesday at her
ing up satisfactorily.
Thompson.
Many pare nts and
Mary Cooper. Mrs. Louise Ingra-1
cottage at Cushing, her guests being
friends were present.
ham;
outing,
Mrs.
Katherine
S',
j
The Corner Club had cards yes Mrs. C. M. Richardson, Mrs. Charles
• • • •
Alice
Karl. Mrs j
terday afternoon with Mrs. Charles A. Morton. Mrs. Edward Gonia, Mrs. Clair, Mrs.
Miss Katherine Veazie is substi
Maude
Blodgett,
Mrs.
Laura
Maxey.
I
A. Morton, Oak street.
C. A. Packard. Mrs. E. O. Dow, Mrs.
tuting for MLss Ellen Cochran this
Mrs. Elizabeth Davis and Mrs. j
E. W Freeman and Mrs. J. S. Jen
week. Miss Brown is receiving a
Mary Southard. The program study
M. F. Lovejoy entertained infor
kins.
hearty welcome after hcr illness.
will be Russia, and anyone having:
mally at a stag gathering all day
• • • •
Wednesday at his cottage at Craw
Capt. and Mrs Fred 8. Packard who magazine or newspaper articles 1
Parent
visitors
in the junior high
ford's Lake, the luncheon and sup have bcen at the Hotel Rockland thc which they will donate will be wel
classes
this
week
were Mrs. John
per menus being built along the “de past week while railing on relatives comed by the program committee.
G.
Snow.
Mrs.
Arthur
Marsh, Mrs.
pression" idea.
and friends were overnight guests
Lovejoy and Mrs. Walter Dimick.
KNOWLTON-EVERETT
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Warren C.
A review of the musical comedy Noyes, Orange street. They left by
Wednesday and Thursday after
"Of Thee I Sing" is to be presented motor yesterday for the homev.-arrt
David Knowlton and Miss Margaret
noons
the events of the interclass
by Mrs. Lilian S. Copping in Thom trek tc Galveston, Texas, planning Everett stole a march on their friends
NOW SHOWING
track meet for girls were run off
aston Friday evening, May 26, at the i heir trip to take them through Rum and w?re Joined ln marriage Monday
“OUT ALL NIGHT"
on the sohool grounds. Including 50high school auditorium, ilndcr the ford where they called on Bart Kirk, evening at the First Baptist parson
with
auspices of the Nurses Association. a former Rockland boy. and a class- age, with Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
yard dash and 75-yard dash, shot
Slim Summerville, Zazu Pitts
Since Mrs. Copping's presentation j
OJ Capt Packard in High School, officiating. Only members of the im
put, baseball, discus throw, high
jump, standing and running, broad
of this delightful play before the Capt Packard's bride, who was Onita mediate families were present. The
Rubinstein Club and guests some j Beauchamp of Blossom, Texas, won bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jump. Helenmay Mahoney was in
SHOWS—2.00—6.45—8.45
weeks ago. there have been many many friends during her short visit. Everett, Ingraham Hill. She is a
dividual high liner with a total oi
Contiiraous Saturday—2.00 to 10.30
requests for its repetition. A re Before arriving in Rockland, thc graduate of Rockland High School and
15 points. Runners up were Vernet
Daylight Saving Time
hearsal of soloists and chorus as couple made short visits with Capt. a member of the Rubinstein Club, be
Morgan, Carrie Breen, Lucille Ran
(3OMTNO
sisting in the presentation Is called Packard's father, Dan Packard, in ing an accomplished pianist. Mr.
kin, Virginia Piper, Rose Flanagan,
TWO GREAT PICTURES
for Wednesday evening. May 17. al Arizona, and with oilier relatives en Knowlton Ls the son of Dana Knowl “KING KONG" "4«NI» STREET" Shirley niaekington, Vivian Foster.
ton of Owls Head.
Mrs. Copping's studio.
route,
Mary Paladino and Helen Condon

BARTHELMESS

SALLY EILERS
TOM BROWN
Witrai;]

Airport^

Page Sevefi

IT’S BLOSSOM TIME

New beauty -New sti/lincftNewfeatures

The New fl'OAr
General Eliectric

IS HERE
At New Low
Prices!!
NEW PRICES
Monitor Top Models
Model

Former Price

■ New
Installed Price

S-44

$165.00

$149.00

S-67

235.00

199.00

275.00

255.00

10 Star

HT-70

Also reduction on other Monitor Top Models
Therc'i a G-E model,
siM and pries for every
home and purle, in
cluding the Standard
Monitor Top modeta,
and the new G-E
Junior ,, todey'a out
standing value among
conventional flat-top
refrigerators.

Prices at low

at

COME IN, see the new 10-star G-E, admire
its new beauty, new styling, and ten star features!
Then compare its NEW LOW PRICE! The new
G-E freezes more ice faster . . . uses but little
current . . . operates so quietly you scarcely
hear it. New all-steel cabinet is gleaming porce
lain inside and out; quick freezing chamber is
stainless steel; interior is automatically lighted;
has foot-pedal door opener.
See the other models, with their new low
prices just announced. These new low prices can
not be guaranteed for any length of time. They
were announced from the manufacturers by tele
graph and may advance at any time. Come in
... let us show you the greatest dollar values
in refrigeration.

STTRANID.

CENT
ROWE

AINE
MPAMY

Every-Other-Day
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Paqe Eight

COAST GUARDIANS

TBE REALM OF MESIC

Gen. Economy Appears To

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

New S.S. Washington’s Maiden Trip on Epochal History Date

Have Doomed Some of the

Historic Light Stations

What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
There isn't much chance of sav
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
ing the historic lighthouses and sta
tions of Maine from the devourin3
Dwight Lord, Norman Marriner; Tartini's
fugue,
the
Ohausson Machine Age. says a Washington
know. Just how they find out, whc I
Egg Rock
and Leroy iMoon of Camden, are Poeme, Elgar's concerto in B minor, despatch
Here we are Yes we're still on the can say—but When we see the first
three happy lads, for they were and’ pieces by Albeniz. Oodowsky,
To Representative Moran, who map, even if we are quiet. We're like lobln hop across the lawn even if '
privileged to spend more than two Milhaud and Prokofieff The review
Vesuvius—erupt once in a while patches of the lost snow still remain, j
hours with Walter Smith, the fa- of Ute recital said that the young wrote 10 theBureau of Lighthouses
The population of the station now we know that the winter of our dis- I
mous bandmaster and cornetlst, player acquitted hersell with dis- toprotestagainst the
disconlinu- numbers 12. last week 14 MYs. J. B content is over and that spring has
when he was in Camden last week. Unction, revealing a sensuous, fine- ance ofHendrick Head Light Sta Pinkham went ashore April 19 to come to stay, and then the glad news
Mr. Smith had sent word ahead that spun tone and ample technical re- tion, Commissioner of Lighthouse.- ] begin her summer's work. Walter .pleads from lip to lip—"Spring is |
he would give a half hour period j source. She invested all. her inter- Putnam has replied:
Morrell left April 22 for his home at here, I saw a robin today.”
of instruction to the boys and girls pretations with interest and color "This matter came up in connec- McKinley. He has been employed by
• • • •
selling 25 tickets to the concert, and showed herself possessed of digthe government in repairing the
Matinicus Rock
Dwight. Norman and Leroy came up nifled and pleasing stage presence, tion with the disposition of a great station That leaves Messrs. Spinney
Keeper and Mrs Powers have been (
to the mark, and you can imagine Miss Stark has been heard in con- many other aids to navigation, prin and Turner, government employes away an vacation, and made a trip tc
theif delight that the promtsed cert during her summer visits to cipally on the Atlantic Coasts, which Lawrence Pinkham is also helping Worcester, Mess., Providence and
HE maiden voyage of the new S.S.
Washington, the largest and finest
half hour stretched out to more Rockport.
was under consideration last spring them lay shingles
Pot tland. On the way back they took
liner built in American shipyards,
than two hours, during which Mr. i
....
in view of economies and curtailWe are expecting the new station in Southwest Harbor, Bar Harbor and
parallels a brilliant event in American
The treatment of certain promi- ments of operations imperatively j boat and the power winch for the Ellsworth, then back to the station
Smith not only gave them actual in
maritime history, and recalls the epic
scene of 114 yeare ago when the his
struction but explained and dem r.ent musicians, mostly ot Jewish imposed upon the Lighthouse Serv- boathouse any day now. That will by plane from Rockland.
toric little Savannah left the Ameri
onstrated the use of various instru race or origin, at the hands of the | 1Ce by the impending reductions in be a big improvement over a pair Mr. Thompson of Matinicus Island
can coast inaugurating the transoce
anic achievement of steam ae the first
present regime in Germany. has appropriations and applicable to al’. J of eight foot oars, although the out- ls on the station as additional keeper
ments.
vessel to cross the Atlantic.
caused widespread uneasiness in Federal activities, whereby this boards very seldom fail unless they ccming frem Ooose Roca.
His
In May, 1819, the little vessel turned
The little "Savannah” first steamship to venture across the Atlantic—above,
The Bangor Symphony Orchestra musical circles all over the world service was faced with the neces-) get a drink i of water ).
her prow to the Old World and twen
grandfather. Mr Holbrook, was keep
the new I'.S. Liner "Washington” on her maiden voyage.
,
ty-seven days later puffed into the
Adelbert Wells Sprague conductor. A number of outstanding musician’ sity for the most stringent economy
We have finished the tower and er here some years ago. They used
harbor of Liverpool "to the amaze
"In considering Hendrick's Head j are waiting for favorable weather to to live in the stone house, which is
The
swing
from
the
Savannah
to
completes with the 1932-33 season active in Oermany are ot Jewish
brought
new
honors
to
the
American
ment of all Europe." said the London
the Washington measures hardly
Times of June 30th. having been Merchant Marine.
37 years of service, a service dedi- blood. Musicians and artists in gen- Light Station in connection with | paint the whistle house inside. The no* in use now.
The appearance of the new Wash more than an hour in the chronicles of
chased off the Coast of Ireland by the
cated to the promotion in that com- i eral are often liberal, progressive the other aids to navigation abovt | workmen Just finished shingling two Second Assistant Ball has bought .’
Revenue Crioeer "Kite,” which mis ington in New York harbor not only marine history, but the span of only
114 yeare shows the most crowded
munity of an acquaintance with J and pacifistic in their icial and i referred to, this service finally de-1 sides of the roof.
took her for a vessel on fire. From recalls the epochal achievement of the
boat from Mr Philbrook of Matinicus.
period of its progress. The Savannah
Liverpool Captain Rogers took his Savannah and the spray-swept scenes
the great creative product of orches- political outlook. Is it therefor?, cided not to abandon the station I Can Keeper Mann of Two Bush
April 25 we had inspection by Mr.
of
a
maritime
past,
but
graphically
was hardly 100 feet long, with an
steamer to St. Petersburg, stopping
tral music. The concerts have be- surprising that they should find altogether but to continue it os an beat this? Set a hen on 14 eggs, Sampson, aboard the tender Hibiscus
shows the dynamic strides of marine
eight foot beam, and could be placed
at Stockholm and other Baltic ports,
progress
since
the
little
pioneer
craft.
where great welcome receptions were
in one small deck corner of the 705
come a permanent institution, an themselves at variance with those unwatched, automatic aid and estab- hatch 15 chickens and have one egg
Station work»here is nearly com
accorded the hardy craft. From her
Luzury ln Llnrre
feet length of the Washington, whose
achlevement that has been due to who rule Oermany today?
fish a bell buoy off the station in left over No one can find out what pleted. The keepers are painting the
Russian trip the Savannah arrived at
The modem liner is the second unit beam measurement is 86 feet with a
the vision, faith, and untiring sea!
Leonard Lieblmg in an editorial ir, deep water, after further careful he had just before setting the hen. double house.
Savannah. Georgia, on November of the home-built transatlantic fleet moulded depth of 47 feet. The 8400
30th. proceeding to New York, where
of the United States Lines, and is square feet devoted to the new liner's
of the members and to the constant Musical Courier says: "Politically consideration both by the local of- It was too early for 3.2 percent.
We are glad to hear Mr. Mann of
later the historic engine was exhibited America's newest ship of perfection,
galleye and pantrlee would contain
Housecleaning is done, station work ( t*o Bush is having such good luck
and whole-hearted support of thc Oermany may belong to Adolf Hit- (ice and this Bureau. The saving
at the Crystal Palace Fair in 1856.
bringing into the pulsating present the entire forerunner of steam, with
well
started
and
everyone
on
their
i
vith
hens
AU
three
families
here
the possibilities that the Savannah
musical public. The success of this ler and his friends: culturally, it Ls wm be about $1,140 annually and
a new splendid chapter of our Mer
New Honors to American Ships
could have been placed on the Wash
chant Marine.
get more eggs than we know what to |
splendid organization is due in no an integral part of human heritage can not be ignored in the general toes. Summer will soon be here.
ington's tennis court, or the little
America at the dawn of the 18th
Over 500 American vessels are now
And better late than never, we <j0 vtth. so now the women folks are |
small part to the finished musician- Oerman music owes its glory neither plan for economizing.
century was at the threshold of its the proud successors of the Savannah pioneer engine snugly hidden in one of
clipper era, when Yankee sovereigns
ship, vision and ideals of Mr ' to the State nor to the ideology ol
'When the unwatched station is thank Editor Fuller for his pretty ;aying them down We'U be glad
and carry the American flag to every the wire-enclosed kennels which the
of the sea headed their bowa to for
comer of the globe But the Wash modem liner haa for its canine trav
Sprague, who serves not only as the nation, but to the inspiration of finally placed in commission, the card from Florida
when the phone is fixed as Lhe keep •
eign lands and were gliding into old
ington and her sister ship the Man elers.
Our
sympathy
goes
out
to
Keepers
er misses his little chats with Keeper
conductor but as president.
gifted individuals whose soul knew surplus property of the old arrangeThe period between the Savannah
Hanse towns, East India and China hattan are the latest luxury liners to
ports The advent of the Savannah
compete with the finest creations of and the Washington unrolls a brilliant
• * * *
j no boundaries of geography or ci ment will be disposed of according Morgan and Quimby of Crabtree Mann.
|
film of American maritime impor
opened a new conflicting chapter in
the world's shipyards, allowing Amer
Ledge 'discontinued! over the loss ol
Once more the Junior Harmony race. Musicians all over the world to the law in such matters
Crabtree Ledge Light went out
an age of sail and mast, and revolu ica in steam to parallel its great tance, and the new liner symbolizes
the faith of America today.
tionized the world of nav'gation, and period of clipper supremacy.
Club is to present its annual open , ioog to Oermany as a cultural home
"The new automatic apparatu- their station. We miss the steady around April 25. We drove down to
meeting, the date chosen being next a shrine to that which they hold and equipment, which will be em- white light which has shown for so Hancock Foint to see the keepers
Tuesday, to fit ln with the country-! most dear. Tlie keepers of tha: j bodied in the change, ts the stand many years.
Mr. Powers was stationed there five Point. So all returned to the house
The pressure is down to norma', years ago
wide observance of National Musi: shrine have in their veins the blood ard apparatus which has always
and decided to make the best of a
Week. And once more an appe: 1 of all Europe, and. to a very great been used in the Lighthouse Service now, so will close the valve. Let's
We hear that our machinist is soon bad matter. Mrs. Wilson therefore
is going forth to parents,‘ teachers extent, of that race which gave birth far the past 20 years and will in- hear front Boon Island, says Asst ( coming here. That will be nice, as he spent lter first night in a llghttmus*
| u a grea» Crib player Sc Mr. Morong to the sound of the fog bell ringing President Wyman’s Report Tells How 312 Communities
and friends to attend and see for .o Jesus of Nazareth and Spinoza elude no unusual, high-priced or Keeper Dalzell.
themselves what splendid work in |
Mendelssohn. Offenbach, Meyer- favored equipment of any descripand 339,000 People Are Being Served
hurry up the cards are waiting for near her room—a night that she
Pond Island
you to deal out some of those gener probably will not forget in a hurry.
music the children are doing Mrs beer and Mahler, to Saint-Saens tion. The estimated coat of making
Mr and Mrs. Fickett and Miss Opal ous hands
Leola Noyes, counsellor, and) Mrs and Bizet, and to some of the the change is $2900 It will be noted
Next day all left in the fog for home
The annual report of Central Maine 111 cents out of every dollar which the
Well there is no news to write about It is hoped their next visit will hav power company and its subsidiaries company collects from Its customer!
Faith Berry as assistant, are giving truest apostles of the purest musical that the annual saving is 50 per Watson started for Popham Beach
April 24 at 6 a. m and got about half here Have not been able to get smiling skies and a smooth sea.
richly of their time, draining and ideals living today. ... It is hoped cent on this investment,
| ;!lows
income for 1932 cf $5 931,- now goes to pay State and municipal
___ _______ ______ _____
experience, to give to these boys that the situation is not permanent;
"The change ls absolutely essential way up when the spark coil went on ashore for mail or supplies for ter.
Last Sunday First Asst. Howard 543
compared with 86 617, 524 ir. taxes. In addition to this, 14*4% of
and girls a wider knowledge of that the acts complained of are only- for the reasons above stated and it •he blink. There were no oars aboard days, and the way things look now oray o( Boon, who is spending hLs 1931. Net Income for the year was the company s net income goes to pay
music than it ls possible to gam the excesses of misguided zeal on is believed that local interests will and the tide and wind drifted her over ! < April 26' tt may be ten more days 12 days' leave at the village with his $1.669218. compared with $2288 312 Federal income taxes.
to Salters Island in the breakers Best regards to all along the coast, j family, accompanied by his wife and
through the school system or indi- -he part of an as yet uncontrollable be amply protected"
Regular dividends on all issues of
in 1931. Operating economies of over
victual training, and to open up to minority, and not a policy of the
■ Miss Ruth Hutchins were dinn?r $430,000 were placed in effect its preferred stock were paid quarter
From this statement of policy by Keeper Fickett ripped a board from
Heron Neck
them an inkling at least of the vast real men in authority. These men the Bureau, it seems obvious that the bottom of the boat and paddled
i guests of the Nubble folks. It seems throughout the year.
ly. In addition to retiring $78,000 in
with the help of the back eddy, an 1
Keeper Bennett has his power boat stiange to the Oolcmans to entertain
beauties in music before them.
No steam generation has been nec principal amount of one of its bond
must realize that music is one of the there will be more replacements of
The club meetings, on alternate great economic assets of the coun this kind on the Maine coast, from cleared the rocks, but was within hauled out for painting, but expects people from Boon ln the same place essary since Wyman station was com Issues and 1155 shares of preferred
‘nches of smashing Keeper Ficketi to have her in use again at an early that they were so pleasantly enter pleted nearly two years ago. and the stock of a subsidiary corporation, the
Tuesdays, are devoted largely to try, that foreign visitors to festi- j now on.
-ignaled for help to the Coast Ouard date.
musical history and appreciation vals. foreign students, and foreign '
tained when they themselves were on company could have generated over Company reduced its bank loans by
but two of the workmen on Pond
and choral practice. pccasionaKy consumers of the Oerman musical
With housecleaning nearly over vacation from the confining life at half again as much power as was pro- $625,000. leaving a balance at the end
STAGGERING "FIGGERS"
Island Mr Morong and Mr. Dodge we are turning our attention to our l Boon.
there is a program. Note books arc output will not risk possible inter
duced. from wasted or surplus watt r of the year of only $775,000.
Apnl x inspector Sampson called power had there been x market availkept, reviews are conducted, and a ference with their movements or More Than $6,000,000 Paid In Death ?ame off ir. the dory and brought garden, the first step being to clear
During tire year, eight new Indusmusic memory .contest arranged their choice.
Claim;; In United States Last xme cars. Mr. Fickett got the power the jJlot of the debris washed up by a[ this Nation, and in the afternoon able. New business to absorb this tries
a minor nature were connectbeat straightened up ar.d in smaqth the bad storms of the winter.
The membership numbers now
company's lines with an
Year
the telephone was repaired where it output can be added to thc ’ines with ed to
"It is well to.refrain from criti
water before the Ccast guardsmen
Mr and Mrs Andrew Bennett were had broken on the Island and also little, If an/, additional capital ex- estimated annual use of 645,000
around 35 children, ranging in age cizing the authorities who ln the
The staggering sum of $3,100,000.- got there. They helped Mrs Fickett recent Sundav guests of Mr. and Mrs. new wires were strung from the main-| penditures other than for thc bare ijiicwatt hours. In addition, 11 in
from ten years to high school age calmer atmosphere of consolidated
land to the Island, the others having connection facilities. Mr. Wyman duftries added over 1,100 horsepower
The earnest and enthusiastic efforts power may stay the hothead^' 000 was distributed to policyholder md Miss Watson aboard the surf Carroll Oregory.
Joyce Bennett spent the past week broken.
! stated that the company's generation oj
power equipment and live
of these youthful members would hands. But there is no point in and beneficiaries by American life boat and towed the O Wiz to Popham.
The keeper's new skiff arrived this and distribution facilities were never ;mall industries were converted from
put to shame many an adult under withholding our contempt from insurance companies during 1932 Keeper and Mrs. Fickstt ard Miss at the home of Mrs. Ethelyn Trefrey.
Watson drove to Portland and had
The tender Hibiscus called at this week and is a beaut, and the keeper in better shape than at the presen' steam to electric drive,
taking.
| those Oerman musicians who, fioni according to announcement just lunch with Mr. Fickett's sister Mrs.
station April 25 landing supplies, and is looking forward to a lot of use of time.
At the close of the year, the coznThe club at all times merits en motives of hatred or cupidity, aid j mad?
the Maine Life Under C. D Strout. then did some shopping, with Mr. Sampson aboard on inspec her during the summer months.
The total electric output for the J pany was serving 312 communities
couragement and loyal interest, and and abet the removal of their colyear amounted to 363,779.868 kilowatt with a combined population of 339.one way to show this spirit is to at leagues superior in talent or ac writers Association, the figures being drove back and landed in Popham at tion.
p. m.. and the little G Wiz came
Nash Island
| hours or a decrease of 18%. The total 000 people. Due to a large conatrucPhilip Bennett was guest of his
tend the open meeting next Tuesday complishment. . If these pecple sue- compiled from official reports of tht
A great day here. May 1, We were ' number of customer- served at the tion program completed in previous
evening. The affair will be given in ceed. it will mean the musical 350 companies to the insurance back to the Island under her own friend Carl Magnuson the past week.
tower.
Mrs. Jeannette Gregory was over looking for our two boys out for the ; cl0£e ci the year was 82.170. Of this years and the present excellent shapi
the Universalist vestry, and the hour eclipse of Germany.”
commissioners of the various states
The Sunbeam called at this station night guest at the light on April 19. day with their sister Genevieve and nulRber 75.686 were electric. 5880 were of the Company's system practically
will be 8 o'clock.
« • • •
This tremendous total does not in April 25 and Rev Mr. Ouptill made the evening being pleasantly passed her husband
I
and 604 were water customers. no r.ew construction work was neces
• • • •
Among prominent musicians re clude loans to policyholders, esti us a call.
One of the tenders was here April [ while total kilowatt hour sales to sary during the year.
at bridge.
A while back a "vers libretto" on moved by Hitler's command aie Fritz
• • • •
An analysis of earnings for the
Mrs. Andrew Bennett attended an 27. landing lime to whitewash the CU£tomers decreased 20'"-. due mostly
Tristan and Isolde was shown in Busch, from the musical director- mated at another half bjpon.
The cumulative benefits to society
Saddleback Ledge
to smaller industrial use. sales to resi- fiscal year 1932 shows that more than
niveisary observance of Rebekahs at tower.
this column. Now here is one on , £jjip oj
Dresden Opera; Alfred
of the distribution of this huge sur
April 23 E H. Mathie arrived at the Vinalhaven the evening of April 25.
Last Monday a pigeon came her" , dential customers increased about 91^ of the Company's Income was
"Ernani Verdis opera:
Reucker, intendant of the Opera;
—largely to beneficiaries of life in Ight after spending 16 days in and greatly enjoyed the fine enter and Keeper Purington was a long time
^,.5
rural customers In- derived from the generation, transA King there was. a royal pain
,
IClpmTv-rpr' Walter Braunfels
He rubbed the court against the grain uno K-iemperer, waner nraunieis. surance policyholders and to elder Dennysville, Mrs? Mathie bringing
trying to catch it as there was a band [ crenM<t 12%.
1 mission and distribution pf eledtf ic
tainment
of
dancing,
music
and
a
And so they called him "Itchy
I composer; Josef Turnau. general ly people through annuity returns— vim to Rockland in the car
on
its
leg
ar.d
he
wanted
to
see
what
The report stated that practically ( energy. About 4% Is derived from
A bandit bold, a woman lorn.
two-act comedy
manager of the Frankfurt Opera; can be judged when it is remem
'Some pretty Janei by passion torn,
April 25 this station was inspected,
wa| on It. Saturday he caught the every town served bv the Company gas, a little over 2ri from railway and
w“h\TUaL^nonnyW"ndW»Tot ch. |Jan Kiepura. Polish tenor; Bruno
bird and on the band was the number now has the sliding scale rate which ! the balance of less than 2«! ts derived
bered that the sum is more than 3C the tender leaving us a lot of slip
Tinant's Harbor
cha
Walter, famous conductor; Adolf times the unemployment relief func timber, iron clapboards, boards, nails
1 F 31W499. Now we are wondering automatically decreases as the use from water and miscellaneous sources,
Missionary
boat
Sunbeam
stopped
Her guardian old with her.would wed: I Busch. Werner Janssen. American raised under the auspices of thc
pikes etc. to repair damages done by
just
where he came from, so if any increases. The result is that the aver- j it, was stated that over 90% cf the
at the island Saturday
Ot this old gent she sharply said:
composer,
engaged
to
conduct
the
he
winter
storms.
one
reading this knows about the age rate of kilowatt hour for residen- preferred stock was owned by Maine
Hoover
administration
and
severa
"He's ga-ga, also balmy."
Keeper Dudley was in Rockland
Our maiden warm, Hell-fira” named.
Berlin
Philharmonic
Orchestra times the total of all charitable an.
Keeper Wells spent last Saturday
band
number and letters we would tial customers has been reduced people, the larger part ot this by
Tuesday on business.
Invoked her love, the bandit tamed—
j early in April, was ordered by the relief funds raised during the year.
vith Rev.'P. J. Clifford at Vmalhalike to hear from them. We are tak steadily, tlie decrease sine? 1927 people living within the Company's
And sang the "Involaml
Asst.
Supt.
SempEon
intpected
this
With an Ernanl-nonny aud
hot cha j directorate to drop from the pro
ing the best of care of the pigeon.
amounting to 26%. Studies are con- I territory who use its service.
During the year life insuranc ven staying until 9 am. Sunday station Monday afternoon.
’
cha!
gram' two American works. Rubin 1 companies paid $6,008,918 in deat! vhen he returned to the light after
One looks out and secs the green tinuaUy being made of all classes ot , in 'line with its policy to extend
We
are
glad
to
see
warmer
weather
In Hell-flra's room King Itchy hid:
Goldmark's Gettysburg tone poem claims in the State of Maine, an: i very pleasant visit.
grass growing all around, all around. users to make further rate reductions rural electric service, even though this
To Beauty's aid the Aragon Kid
ahead, as the post two months have
stepped trom a neighboring nlch-E
' and his own Louisana suite, as well approximately an additional $8,500
| .«crvic« ce: nat at thc oit’sct shew a
The Inside painting is all done W
It surely looks good. Plenty of gulls as soon as conditions permit.
Her guardian came. What's this he
been very disagreeable.
vill start painting outside just a’
spied?
! as a Borodin symphony. The rea 000 in the form of matured endow
here now. and Oor.e Island is covered
Touching upon taxation. It was profit, the company built 76 miles of
• • • •
ms breath came tast-hls mouth oped SQn jven was tha, -we are having
stated that one of the burdens that Ls 1 rural lines which added 516 new euswith them.
wide
, ment policies, cash values and an- oon as the weather warms up a
Cape Neddiek
And—listen—’Infelltchy ”
trouble with America just now."
Raymond Purington and family bearing down heavily on the company. J turners. This makes a total of ap1 nuity payments, a grand total ir ittie.
With an Ernanl-nonny and a hot cha
Miss Edith L. Nickerson of Boston came off for the day with Earl and as well as other business concerns in ; proximately 1.342 miles of rural lines
Mr. Alley, the first assistant, was to
cha!
—John D Makohky.
Paul Althouse will rejoin the Main* of more than *1‘,000'00<)
ieave for Beals Island Wednesday, who has been visiting Keeper and Cliff.
the State, is that of tuxation. About J serving some 12.000 rural customers.
The official report of Insurance
• • • •
Mrs Coleman returned to Bath Easter
• • • •
Metropolitan Opera Association in
veather permitting.
Commissioner
Wilbur
D.
Spence
Josef Hofmann is to devote a por the coming season, to sing Wag
Portland Head
The lobster buoys begin to appear Sunday to visit relatives. Edith has
guests Monday evening in Cot tag? arrived at their summer home a'
tion of next season to concert ap nerian roles. The American tenor shows that the people of Maine hav again near the light but we have Just come from the hospital where she
Albert Martin visited Willard Hilt
Farms schoolhouse. Cape Elizabeth Pemaquid Point. They axe the first
pearances in Europe, where he has was a member of the Metropolitan protected themselves and their fami- •nadc no effort yet. With lebst rs al spent five weeks suffering from pneu Sunday.
It was a special meeting in honor of of our summer residents to come.
not played for some years. October. fbr nine years, making his debut ! lles b>' approximately $568 000 000 o 12 cents and talk about 10 cents, wt monia It was regrettable that she
Vacation in local schools is in order mothers and each Boy 8cout present
Rev. Benjamin Shaw of New Har
with
the
company
in
1913
as
Diinsurance,
of
which
sum
abou.
was
obliged
to
leave
school
on
ac

November and a part of December
Mrs Alonzo W. Parker of Cape ed his mother with a miniature scou' bor was a caller at the Light last
do not feel very ambitious.
count of her health as she received Elizabeth was guest Sunday of Mrs
• • • •
have been allotted to the European mitri in Boris Oodounoff John 6 P*r cent is ^Ou-Q in^ance. about
badge. Robert Sterling's guests were Monday.
the highest ’ranks in her class in the R. T. Sterling.
engagements.
after
which
the Charles Thomas will also be added *9 i*r cem “ industrial °r weekly
Two Bush Island
his mother Mrs. R. T. Sterling, Mrs
Mrs Christine Jones of South Bris
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow of Port F. O. Hilt, Willard Hilt and Albert tol visited her parents Mr. and Mrs.
pianist returns to the United States, to the roster of leading singers at I Premium, and the remaining 75 pet
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Mann and baby last exams, and was an honor student.
opening a coast to coast tour early the Metropolitan. The engagement 'cent 18 ordinary
June have arrived after visiting her While at the Beach siie called on land visited F. O. Hilt and family Martin. Badges were presented the Josept Tarr last Bunday.
in January, to continue until April j of these artists swells the number I The Maine Association report parents Mr. and Mrs. George Duswald Mrs. H. I. Hutchins and family apd Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs Freeman Oeyer and
boys, a talk was given by John C.
Capt. Clyde Young of Rockland and Bcdccn. chairman of District Six little daughter motored to Damari
or May. For many years Mr. Hof of distinguished American male j that during the past three years at Waldoboro and relatives at Cam renewed acquaintance with Hattie,
mann has received invitations to singers, which already included ">ore people have been using insur den and Ash Point. Mrs. Mann Shirley and Harold Hutchins and Matinicus called on F. O. Hilt Mon Court of Honor, and at the close scotta MiHs last Sunday.
• • • •
play in every part of the world, not Lawrence Tibbett. Richard Crooks , a"« and annuities as a means of entered Knox Hospital for treatment. Cameron Bracey Thc afternoon was day evening.
lunch was served by the boys.
preparing safe retirement funds and
Mrs. R. T. Sterling and son Rob
• • • »
Mr. ahd Mrs. F. C. Batty, daughter spent in recalling old days spent on
only Europe, but South America, and Richard Bonelli.
Deer Island Thoroughfare
I estimates that approximately hall Mrs. F. E. Singer and little Bill Batty Boon Island during the summer vaca ert were guests Tuesday and Wed
Mexico. China, Japan. New Zealand
Pemaquid Point
April
26 U. S. S. Hibiscus arrived ut
A
well
known
violinist,
in
need
of
j
the
people
now
buying
life
insurance
tions
and
singing
and
playing
on,
the
nesday
of
Mrs.
W.
C.
Dow
of
Stevens
left for Portland recently.
and Australia. This fall he has arLast Monday Inspectoi Sampson this station with Thomas Sampson on
ranged to play in Great Britain. I funds, offers his colleagues some are at least partly actuated by deA monstrous whale was sighted off guitar, Messrs. Hutchins and Bracey avenue, Portland .
Byron and Richard Dow went to inspected this station. He came on bvJid to Inspect, also landed supplies
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